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PUREE & Co.
SHOES,: HATS : AND : FURNISHINGS.
Itir ,*4pcaeiti.1
LPader - - $1.50
Sold Service - - 1.50
Good Luck school shoes, .75, $1, 1.25
-Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Sign of the. BIG BOOT.
THE fa PRICE 1
Prevailing on all
Farm Products
Makes the thrifty planter all the
keener to increase the quantity and
improve the quality of such prod-
ucts. A ware of this fact, we try to
procure the het of everything in the
cT.prRTO1;0.
• • al•••••••• - •
implement line to offer him. In grain
drills we have both the
"SUPERIOR/9
and the"EMPIRE
Theiy are made both with and wilt.-
out the fertilizer attachment. The
Superior is made with either discs or
hoes for putting in the grain; the
Empire is made with the hoes only.
They are the best drills money can
bu3 , and, awing to the variety in
constructian, they afford the follow-
lowing lines of drills to select from:
Superior Make:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Empire Make:
A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hoe Drill without fertilizer attachment.
An) one can be suited in this large
line.
FORBES & BRO.
Tenth and Main Streets.
' •• • • •lai.1
F.* if
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Hanna: "Walk up, gentlemen, and see the waxworks. This is only
part of the great McKiuley circus, but I desire all to see the preolsicio
with which the dummies du my bidding. "
—St. Louis Peet Disoatch
ALL TOLD IN A JIFFY.
Stories Picked Up Here and
There.
NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.
Minor Matters that are of a Purely Local
Character.
Meeers. Morris, Letcher and White,
who left the city last week on their bi-
cycles for Huntsville, Ala., played in
hard luck. When they reached Nash-
ville they learned that the roads had
been newly piked. Their route was
changed and the wheelmen went to
Bowling Green, expecting to go from
there to Lexington. A storm overtook
them and they were obliged to return to
Hopkinsville by train.
+ + +
Mrs. Carrico has returned from New
York where she has been several weeks
familiarizing herself with late styles
and fashions. She will have charge
this season of the modiste appartments
over Richards & Co.'s store.
+ t +
The marriage of Miss Birdie Brown,
daughter of Hon. Juo. Young Brown,
to Maj. Booth, United States Army,
will take place on the evening of Octo-
ber 14, at the residence of the prospec-
tive bride's parents, 1517 Fourth avenue,
+ + +
Al Davis, the clever young Naaville
ball player, who held down second base
for the locals last season, has been sign-
ed by Anson to play with the Chicago
League club. "Lefty" is sure to devel-
ope into a star.
+ + +
Mr. Hanson Penn Dills has completed
a new and exceedingly handsome crazy-
quilt, which he considers the best piece
of work of this kind he has ever done.
He will exhibit the work at the Tennes-
see Centennial Exposition.
+++
The members of the "23 Club" were
entertained at dinner Friday. The host
was Squire Walter Warfield, of Caaky,
and the dinner took place at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Gaither, on South
Walnut street. These annual meetings
of the company of gentlemen who were
born in the same year. played together
when children, and have been warm
friends since reaching manhood, are al-
ways pleasant, and are looked forward
to with much anticipation by the mem-
bers of the club.
The dinner Friday was a triumph of
culinary skill and the table was loaded
with dishes containing every kind of
food that the palate could euggest. The
guests did ample justice to the spread.
Those present %etre:
Judge John Breathitt, John Pritchett,
I. Fletcher Ellie, Dr. E. R. Cook,
Charles McCarroll, W. W. Ware,
B. E. Randolph, W. W. Warfield.
t++
Monte Powell and Lou A. Edwards,
young people who live. in Todd county,
near Allegre, were married in this city
Thursday afternoon. Rev. Robert S.
Carter, pastor of the Episcop,6 church,
performed the ceremony, 'Which took
place at the home ofMrs. Kite O'Daniel,
on North Liberty street.
+ + +
Ben Rosenbaum was granted license
by County Clerk Prowse last week to
peddle notions and fancy goods in Chris-
tian county.
+++
Mrs. Amanda M. Layne was appointed
guardian Saturday of Davis and Norine
Tandy, infants under fourteen years of
age. She qualified by giving bond with
John Petrie as surety.
+++
George Cook and Ben Coburn, small
nee oes, amused themselves by throw-
ing stones at a companion. They were
sent to the work-house to manufacture
=ore stones.
+ + +
In every other county, according to
report.), there has been a falling off in
suits filed. Last Fri. was the last day
for entering new snits. Seventy-seven
equity and ninety-one common law suits
were filed.
JUDGE LANDES IS MODEST.
He Declines to Talk About His Pros-
pects for Election.
A dispatch from Frankfort says:
"Judge Landes, the appointed successor
of Judge Grace on the Appellate bench,
is here, seeming as if he were not the
Republican nominee to succeed himself,
and running against Judge White, the
Democratic nominee. Indeed, there
seems little for the Judge to do, so over-
whelmingly against the election of a
Re t ublican in that district, as a usual
thing. Asked if he really thought he
would be elected and succeed himself,
Judge Landes to-day said that modesty
forbade his answering such a question
truthfully."
Deal let aayea• persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you ranee pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
Pankalfe.
—For sale by R. 0. Hardwick
FROM THE ROCK'S TOP
Squedunc Sends in a Good
Communication,
HIS VIEWS ON SILVER.
What is Happening in and Near His Com-
munity.
In company with Mr. George S. Mor-
rie, oss nes, I visited this noted, natural
curiosity, and on its snaunit indited
this scrawl. I have often visited the
rock but on this occasion it was with
thouglus quite different from those for-
merly indulged in the first time I 'taw it.
As my eyes wandered in various direc-
tions, and gazed on the varigated sce-
nery of upland hill and dale, after tak-
ing in the delightful new scenery pre-
sented, my thoughts dwelt on the pres-
ent condition of the farmers as compar-
ed with my first visit some nineteen
years ago. Then a silver dollar had
twice the purchasing power it has now,
and everything the farmer raised
brought remunerative prices, wheat
sold for a $1.25 per bushel, a good male
or horse brought from $125 to $150, ha-
eon ten cents per pound apd all kinds of
counts,- produce sold in proportion.
But alai! Times have changed! Every-
thing is guaged by the gold standard,
and as gold appreciates all the farmer
raises goes down, down, down!
"The gold bug is the varment that
got into the wheat and reduced it 50 per
cent." The gold bug skipper got into
the bacon and reduced it likewise. The
Republicans are ;always raiding about
overproduction. A short time ago the
Ben Layne farm, South of Fairview,
was sold in three different tracts it con-
tained S33 acres,the whole farm brought
Twenty years ago the same
farm would have sold for $40 per acre,
or $13,400, the reduced price at which it
sold a few days 'Once must have been on
account of an overproduction of land.
'Squire M. B. Henderson in this vicini-
ty bought a farm a few days since con-
taining obe hundred acres for $300, it
has good improbemente and a fine or.
chard. This land ten years ago was
conaidered cheap at $600.
Mr. Morris has in his possession a
short sword resembling a Spanish ma-
chete. It was presented to him during
the hit civil war 1 y one of gaantrill's
men, who at that time were operating
in Missouri. Mr. Morris was a member
of the 4th Louisiana battery, C. S. A.
Miss Katie Paul is teaching at the
Hinkle school home. She is an excel-
lent teacher and is conducting an inter-
esting school.
Pilot Rock could ke made with little
expense a great summer resort. Near
by is a Chalybeate spring, the water is
thoroughly impregnated with iron and
is equal to the waters of the Chalybeatt)
Tate's Springs, Ewe Tennessee. The
enterprise only needs some energetic
man to push it through. Mr. Morris
would favor a move of this kiwi.
I assisted in organizing a free silver
club at Hinkle's school house, Monday
night last. The strength of the club is
about sixty. Everyone in this portion
of the county, Republicans excepted, are
for the free and unlimited coinage of
silver at 16 to 1.
Bryan is the Moses to lead us through
the wilderness of corruption and gold-
bugism. If elected asOlew era will dawn
upon our down-trodden and oppressed
people. May the good Lord keep us to
rid our country from the grasp of the
octopus, England, 80 mote it be.
Our nominee, the Hon. John S. Rhea,
is a gentleman and a scholar. He is
one of the most brilliant orators in
Kentucky, and has a national reputa-
tion. In all our national and State elec-
tions he has always been in the hottest
of the fray, and where Republican
small shot were the thickest. Todd
county proposes to give him a handsome
majority.
Wishing the genial editor and read-
ers abundant success. I'm yours for
free silver. SQUEDUNC.
An eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, is the old Mosaic doctrine, but
the doctoro of to-day save the eye-sieflit
by applying Sutherland's Eagle Lye
Salve. It cures all forms and you can
buy a tube anywhere for 25c.
—For sale by R. 0. Hardwick-
-
BEN GRIFFIN SHOT MIMSRLF.
Serious Accident Happening to Well-
Known Young Farmer.
Ben Griffin lies in a serious condition
in a room at the European Hotel. Last
terday afternoon he shot himself.
Griffin and a number of friends, who
live in the Kirkmansville neighborhood,
came to town Thursday morning. They
stayed here until about five o'clock and
started for home. A few miles from
town a pistol which Griffin was carrying
in his trousers' pocket accidently ex-
ploded. The ball passed through the
lower part of the abdomeu and scrotum
and struck the saddle on the mule he
was riding.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Care" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dosegresalo benefits;
76 cents. Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
HOW THE WIND DRIFTS AND STILL THEY COME.
Paragraphs Pertaining to Preachers Continue to Pour
Local Politics. Int the City.
REPUBLICANS MEET.WEDNESDAY'S MEET.
Frank Posters Speaking this thereon Tee Jubilee Session Will Continue a Week or
Sam Small's Success. Mrs
Last Saturday the Republican County
Committee met and selected ex-Repre-
sentative J. N. Morgan to make the race
for the vacancy in the House caused by
the death of the late C. M. Brown
Major S. R. Crumbaugh was recom-
mended for the Senate, and a committee
of eleven was appointed to confer with
a committee from Hopkins county oon-
cerning a nomination. Judge A. H,
Anderson was placed on the committee
as a member from the Palmyra district.
Flaming yellow posters, bearing an
Owensboro imprint, were put up at
Hawesville yesterday, announcing a
joint debate there Sept. 94th between
Clardy and Franks. "Let everybody
come out and hear the homes of the day
discussed, viz: Sound Money vs. Un-
sound Money; Protection vs. Free
Trade," reads the poster. A leading
Democrat of Hawesville tore down the
posters, says the Messenger. The print-
ing and circulation of such posters, in
view of the agreement for a series of
joint debates between Clardy and
Franks, was an indecent thing and a
violation of good faith.
John Feland, Jr., announces that he
will deliver a speech on political issues
at Golden Pond, Trigg county, at one
o'clock on the 26th inst., and at Cadiz
on Oct.. 12. He promises to divide tune
with any one authorised to represent
the Democratic party.
Fri. night Judge Thomas Morrow and
Mr. W. R. Howell organised a Bryan
and Sewall club at East School House.
Over two hundred people heard the
Hopkinsville men 'peak. 'Squire
Vaughn was elected to preside cr. er the
club.
The campaign committee through
Chairman H. A. Sommers, announces
that Senator Teller will speak at Ash-
land, September 19; Somerset, Septem-
bea 21 ; and Louisville, September TA.
J. W. Bailey, of Texas, will speak at
Elkton, September 28; Bowling Green,
September 29; Elisabeth town, Septem-
ber 80; Lebanon, October 1;
October 2, and Nicholasville October 3.
W. J. Stone, of the First district, will
speak at Lagrange, September 28 and
Louisville, September 29.
Gen. J. B. Weaver will speak at Se-
bree, September ; Central Oily, &P.
tember *8 and Leitchfield, September
29
Gov. Stone, of Missouri, will also
tome to Kentucky later for a series of
apeeches.
There are already six or eight Bryan
clubs in Trigg county, but additional
organizations are to be formed this week
by the Dernocrate at Ferguson Spring's
Pleasant Hill, Brewer's Spring and Mt.
Tabor church.
A Bryan and Sewall club was organ.
izea at Kelly Station on September 12th
with forty-three members, fifteen of
whom have heretofore been Republi-
cans. The club elected F. W. Owen
president and H. B. Crank secretary.
The Earlington Bee has blossomed
forth as a semi-weekly ;paper and will
run as such until after the election.
For the purpose of selecting delegates
to attend the district Democratic con-
vention to be held in this, city on the
28th inst., the Hopkins county Demo-
crats will meet at the Madisonville
court-house to- morrow.
Dr. Clardy is pleasing his friends and
surprising his enemies at the way he is
speaking and managing his canvass.
Many of the speeches made by him dar-
ing the present canvass are said to be
very fine and he seems to be a great deal
more than able to hold his own in an
argument with any of his opponents.—
Hustler.
We publish below a very sensible
communication from a very sensible
gentleman of Hopkinsville, Ky., writ-
ten to a prominent merchant of St.
LOUD] that appeared in the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch. The sentiments ex-
pressed by Mr. Geo. Center are the hon-
est sentiments of thousands of brave
and courageous men:
A CONTEST'S INTHUMANtio TERTIXON Y.
The followingis an extract from a letter
received by a sterling Washington ave-
nue Democrat from a friend of his in
Hopkinsville, Ky. You will notice that
when the writer was here in May he
was what was called a gold-bug Demo-
crat. Now listen to what he has to say :
"When in your city last Spring I was
a gold-bug Democrat, but that did not
mean that I was more of a gold-bug
than I was a Democrat, and that I
would not be loyal to my party when it
made a deliverance on the money or any
other question and the nomination.
"When Mr. Bryan was nominated I
thought it was a mistake. I do not
think so now, but the right man was
named, and that Bryan is the most
splendid leader we ever produced in this
country. If he can carry Illinois, he
will be elected, but if he is elected it
will be because Hanna and ten millions
of money could not help it. I want to
see that Indianapolis aristocratic, Fed-
eralistic, strong Government crowd—
that crowd that wants minority to rule
in this country, and military despotism
to enforce it—kicked clear over into the
Republican party where they belong
and will be at home. Henry Watterson
and most of his followers will land in
the Republican party, bat they can't de-
liver Kentucky, for she will give a ma-
jority of 30,000 to Bryan and Sewall
over all opposition.
"G. W. CENTER...
St. Louis, Sept. 14.
An Awful Accident.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ZE•f
Connersville, Ind., Sept. 18.—An ap-
palling accident happened near this city
this afternoon.
A wild engine dashed into a pay train
which was turning a curve.
Four persons were instantly killed,
four fatally injured, and several badly
hurt.
There is no use taking pills or purge-
tires to cure chills. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic cures them by itself. It
does more than that, too—it gives you a
new drew on the inside. It tones you
up and makes you strong. It makes
you feel some account. Sold on a guar
antee.
A
—For sale by R 0 Hardwick.
"Gee Whiz! Look at the preachers,"
said the boot-black as he dropped his
"kit," fell up against a fence for sup-
port and looked with open-eyed aston-
ishment as the tall-hatted, long-coated
Methodists seeped from the train.
It is going to be a great week, one
that will be pleasantly remembered.
Hopkinsville people will show the hun-
dreds of visitors and delegates true
Southern Kentucky hospitality
Tuesday, the Louisville Time,
devoted over three columns to an illus-
trated article concerning the conference.
It says that it will take more than a
week to get through with the business
that will come up for consnieration.This
session will be particularly important
for the reason that it marks the semi-
centennial of the conference, an event
which will be celebrated with fitting
ceremonies. It has been arranged for
the jubilee exercises to take place in the
large brick tabernacle erected purposely
to accomodate big gatherings. This will
5,800 people comfortably, and from
indications there will be visitors in the
Southern Kentucky city, with the
church-going populace, to crowd it to
its utmost capacity.
Conference is being presided over by
Bishop Alpheus W. Wilson, considered
the profound scholar in the College of
Bishops. The jubilee exercises take
place every evening until Sunday. To-
day has been set apart especially. Dr
H. C. Settle, pastor at Hopkinsville,
will preside.
The Louisville Conference was
brought into existence by a division of
the Kentucky Coot seance, in whose
bounds was incorporated the whole
State. This took place in 111.46, Bishop
James O. Andrew presiding over the
first session of the new body, which was
held in October of the same year. The
minutes of this first conference are a
curiosity. Two pagee of ordinary book
paper include all the business minutia.
To-day a pamphlet of some seventypages,
closely printed, is required to put before
the various congregations of the confer-
ence.
The membership of the new confer-
ence was 19,210. The membership with-
in the bounds of the Louisville district.
now the largest and most important
within the conference, was then only
1,067. There were fifty-nine preachers.
many of them very young.
At this conference the late Gm. R.
Browder, whose name was for years a
household word throughout Southern
Kentucky, was admitted on trial, EP was
J. S. Soobee, who is now li•ing in this
city, still an aottve itinerant. He will
this year preach the conferenoe sermon
Rev. L. B. Davison, DOW the partriarch
of the church in Kentucky, was ordain-
ed an elder the year of the division. He
has remained a member of the confer-
ence ever since, and is now pastor of
the Asbury church, on the -Point."
There were then five districts, and the
charges were mainly few and poor.Now
there are nine districts,with 168 charges.
Rev. Thomas Bottomly, who died dur-
ing the session of the conference at
Oeirecurboro two years ago,and for whom
memorial services were held at the last
session, in Madisonville, was the first
presiding elder of the Louisville district.
He was not only well-known in the con-
ference but throughout the whole con-
nection. Wesley Chapel was then the
important station in Louisville. Samuel
D. Baldwin was the first ppreacher in
charge under the new regime. The
Louisville circuit was filled by James
H. Bristow, well-remembered by many
of the older citizens. Thirteen charges
were embraced within the Louisville
district at that time. The other dis-
tricts were: Hardinsburg. George W.
Taylor, presiding elder, seven charge;
nmithland, N. H. Lee, presiding elder,
ten charges; Hopkinsville, Napoleon B.
Lewis, presiding elder, eleven charges;
(He was the father of John W. and
James A. Lewis, both Louisville Con-
ference preachers), and Bowling Green.
James W. King, presiding elder, fifteen
charges.
If there was anything collected for
missions at the first session of the con-
ference, it was not reported in the min-
utes, though $2,470.92 was distributed
o the worn preachers, their widows and
orphans.
From this very small beginning the
present organization has grown. It is
interesting in this, the seqii-centennial
year, to compare the statistics furnished
bysthe minutes of the last session with
thoie of the first conference. During
the fifty years ninety-two ministers have
died in the work.
The total number of minifters who
answered to their names at the last con-
ference was 147. The total membership
last year was 44,841. This number in-
cludes twelve colored members. There
are 458 churches, valued at $732,190,
and 113 parsonages, estimated to be
worth $138,690. The church holda oth-
er property that is valued at $62,244.
Last year $46,322.90 was spent within
the different districts to improve
churches and parsonages. The presid-
ing elders of the nine districts were
paid altogether $9,209.15, while the
preachers received $62,751.03. The
Bishop's fund amounted to Inc96.17.
Conference claimants were paid to the
amount of $1,977.91. The total amount
paid out for other purposes was $14.879.-
56. The conference contributed $4,807
to foreign misesions, $3,839.57 to domes-
tic missions, $1,8142.58 to church erten-
tion, $1,704.25 to education and to the
American Bible Society $850. Those
amounts do not include collections rais-
ed by different people for worthy ob-
jects.
There are thirty-nine Epworth
Leagues in the conference and the to-
tal membership is 1,219. The number
of Sunday-schools is 861; the number of
officers and teachers, 9,445, and the
number of scholars, 80,374. The amount
collected for Sunday-schools was $5,649.-
92, and the total amount raised for all
purposes in both the Epworth League
and the Sunday-schools was 97,322.80. A
large number of societies and boards
govern the conference institutions. Sev-
eral large colleges are under its control,
and these are regularly visited by com-
mitttees appointed for that purpose.
The most important is the Preachers,
Aid Society, of which Rev. I. W. Emer-
•en is the President. This society has
now a capital of $32,307.06. The so-
cumulations from this are distributed
among the dependent members of the
society, or to their widows and orphans.
The collections taken at the semi-cen-
tennial this year will go to swell the
capital of this society.
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THRILLING INCIDENT.
Hopkinsville Girls Captured
by Bold Outlaws.
NATURAL CURIOSITY.
Interesting Stacy of a Ileaseltel Mae. Near
East Christie&
Pilot Rock is one of the natural curi-
osities of Todd county. It is about five
miles directly north of this place, just
on the Todd county side, says the Fair-
view Review. The line of Todd and
Christian counties runs just West of the
Rock a few feet.
Collins, in his history, thus describes
it: "The rock rests upon elevated
ground and is about 200 feet in height.
Its summit covers about half an acre
of ground. ,which affords sonic mall
growth of wild shrubbery. This rock
attracts considerable attention and is
visited by large numbers of persons and
sightseers, particularly in the simmer
months. Its elevated summit, which is
reached without much difficulty, affords
a tine view of the surrounding country
for many miles, presenting a prospect at
once picturesque, nuarnificent and beau-
tiful."
James Weir, in a novel entitled "Lon:
Powers," written some years ago, made
the Pilot Rock the scene of a thrilling
incident He has a band of outlaws
capture a pic.nic party of young girls of
the surrounding neighborhood and from
Hopkinsville, and carry them away to
their cavernous retreat in the adjacent
hills. The incident is fiction and is not
true in any respect, but no better place
could have been selected for a scene of
that kind.
From the Summit of this rock the
city of Hopkinsville can be seen on a
clear day. There Is ID the rock a CATE"
which one can go down through. The
top of the rock is reached by several
avenues up through the rock about four
feet wide and with perpendicular walls
on each side reaching up many feet. It
is a tradition that the Indiana in an
early day used this rock as a plane to
Place to watch the approach of the
white man and that when they would
come triethrough these AT. nuts spoken
of :above expecting to capture them
they always disappeared. much to the
chagrin and disappointment of their
pale face pursuers_ The hole in the
rock is seen and we have been told that
one can easily pass down through it and
make his escape as described above. At
the foot of the hill on which the rock
stands is a bold stream of chalybeate
water that is is cold as ice. This rock
is at some time :destined to become a
great 811MIDOT resort.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic is a
perfect liver regulator --an malarial
and blood purifier. Removes Whops-
nese without purging. Cures chills and
mike. the complexion good. G use an-
teed by all dealers.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
THE LAW WITS IN AN INNING.
Ring Leaderis In the It. Pima Gana
Calls& Naomi /Isms.
"If you don't be good Link Morrison
will get you," is the way, the mothers
in the St. Elmo neighborhood threaten
their naughty childivn.
For several weeks a gang of toughs,
captained by Morrison, have been keep-
ing the good people of a portion of
South Christian shaking in their shoes.
The peace officers in that locality have
been bluffed to a finish and although
they had warrants for the arrest of
the fellows, the papers were not served.
Several Hopkinsville officers surround-
ed a barn a few nights ago and captur.
ed a number of the law-breakers. The
trials were held last Friday afternoon
before 'Squire Tom Barker, Magistrate'
Link Morrison was charged with sundry
offenses. FOr shooting craps he was
fined $60, for carrying a concealed
deadly weapon $50, and for shooting on
a public highway $60. Jim Baker, Wil-
lie and Ike McReynolds, were fined $60
each for engaging in the festive game
of crap. Several other fellows were fin-
ed heavily.
These men have been in the
habit of meeting every Sunday after-
noon and gambling in plain view of
everybody and in open defiance of the
law.
asbres Males a Speech.
Col. E. G Sabres, Jr of Hendenor,
delivered a political address at the court
house Saturday night. The 'crowd that
heard him was rather small
Don't Fail to Register.
Under the :election law every man
who wishes Its vote at the November
election must be duly registered. The
date fixed bylaw is the first Tuesday in
October of earl year between the hours
of six a. m., tad nine p. m., and such
other days as the city council may deem
necessary and provide for by ordinance
Let no Democrat fail to register and
thus be deprived of his vote. Remem-
ber the date, Tuesday, October 6.
Boards of registration will sit at voting
places in the various wards.
Worth! Its Weight In
Gold—Sitherland's Eagle
Eye Salve.
—For sale by R. O. Hardwick
SHEEHAN ON HIS EAR.
He Demanded Thachees
Resignation To-Day.
CREATES A SENSATION
Telemetry s Boss Ines'llttaml tee Caseidani ii
Ii. Betels Coorrestisa.
'SPECIAL TO NXW ILIt• j
New York. Sept. 22.—Across the
wires this morning flashed a message
that causes one of the most unexpected
sensations that has occurred for many
years in State politics.
William F. Sheehan, of Tammany
Hall. telegraphed John Boyd Thacher,
demanding the latter's immediate resig-
nation as Democratic nominee for Gov.
ernor of the State of New York. Shee-
han states that Thackier's letter declar-
ing his position upon the financial ques-
tion and at the same time expressing
willingness to make the race, proves
the candidate to be a stntifier, and he
amens that Tammany iwill ander no
circumstances give Thacher eupport.
Mr Thacher, directly after being
nominated as the free silver,Democratio
nonunee for the Gubernatorial chair,
made an official statement that he was
personally a gold standard man, but
that he would vote for and do his best
to elect the ticket put forth by the Chi-
cago convention. This created a cur-
ious situation in State politics.
The statement was untied after a long
conference with Senator David B. Hill.
Elliott G. Danforth and D. C. Herrick,
of Albany. It was addressed to the
chairman of the State committee.
It was believed at the time that Shee-
han approved this course
Dr Bell's Peppermint Chill Toni*
mum chills and makes TOD well again.
It rids you of having awn and builds
up your strength. It is pleasant to
take and gives you a warm delightful
feeling all over, instead of the miserable
shivering . It 18 good for the stomach,
too, and Peppermint is the best thing in
the world for the bowls. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
and have always handy in the house a
bottle of Dr Bell's Peppermint Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
For sale by R. C. liardwiok
After the Sheriffs.
Auditor Stone will ie..t to the
Franklin county grand jury those Sher-
iffs who have failed to make reports of
taxes collected 118 specified by the Ken-
tucky Statutes, and such Sheriffs ill
probably be indicted.
Free Silver Barbecue.
The free silver people of Adairville
are arranging for an interstate barbecue
on Saturday, October 31. Senator
Daniel, Goy. Bob Taylor, the Hon Tom
Petite, and probably John S. Rhea will
be there. The largest crowd ever con-
gregated in Southern Kentucky is ex*
pected.
Will Locate Here.
Rev. C. C. Hall has been assigned this
circuit for the ensuing year, and will
move to this city shortly. Rev. G. M.
Barnett, the late pastor, gees to Hop-
kineville. We welcome Bro. Hall in our
midst and regretfully part with Bro.
Burnett, who has worked faithfully is
the Master's vineyard here.—Earlinirtozt
Bee.
Two Bryan Clubs Formed.
Messrs. Hunter Wood, W. E. Rags-
dale and W. R. Howell organised a
Bryan and Sewall club at Dosrwood
Chapel Saturday. The membership is
large. Saturday night at Laytonsville
Mews. Wood and Howell organized a
elub of seventy-five members. In both
clubs there is a sprinkling of Republi-
cans.
Proposes s.Condideta.
Elsewhere in this issue will be seen a
call for an election to fill the vacancy is
the Senate caused by the resignation of
Judge Landers The Hustler has is
mind an active, worthy and well-quali-
fied young Democrat who would make a
fine candidate of the party for this posi-
tion. This is Mr. Chas. E Jones, of
Earlington. For many years he hie
been an earnest party worker, and is
worthy of any honors the party may see
fit to beetow.—Madisonville Hustler.
The County Fairs.
The sixth annual meeting of the
Christian County Fair Company e ill be
held Thursday, Friday and Saturdays
October 8, 9 and 10.
The fair at Paducah begins to-morroW
and continues until the end of the week.
Dates of other fairs in the State are as
follows:
Owensboro, week _beginnuig October
Glasgow September 80, four days.
Hart county, at Horse Cave, Septets.
ber 15, four days.
Union Agricultural Society, at Ger-
mantown, Oct. 7, four days.
hfuhlenberg County Fair Amociatioa.
oetober 14, four days.
Ohio County Fair at Hartford, Octo-
ber 1, 2 and 3
Open date, probably Henderson, Bop
tember Pd.
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,AE NEW ERA.  I MR. BRYAN
 ON LAWLESSNESS
As a reply to the ofterepeated eharge
-ft:BM:sit ED BY- of the oppositton that Mr. Bryan was
• ail, Era rioting & Publish's! Co more or lees a synienthizer with lawless-
ROUTER WOOD, President. 
nese and anarchy it is but right to sub-
 
tun to his fellow (-vixens his utterances
upon that very question of lawlessness,
1111,1CliikeNew Ere Building, Seer nth I
Ebsea, raNie; Mein, Hopkinsville, Kr. 
las spoken by him-from hie seat in Con-
: green, that they may see for themselves
' past where this young man Bryan
I stands upon that most vital question.
They are words that should be conned
- $11YERTIStf441 RATES: - with care by every lover of hie coubtry
one 
$ patriotic supporter f free govern-
reee..J. SUL)
Ube n" 
E
.
....... • • • • 6
at
to 
ment, be he blinker or toiler.
Slue inch, mtit tut . . • '
andtkle inch, 11.r.t insert ion .. I 50 o
one mese eme yeter . tO
111.00 A YEAR.
Addialtmal rates may be had by applica-
liton at th- att.
Trausioat.ativert king muti. be paid for In
adtatieo.
Charges for t-ogrly Ath gru.eilk.,,b, will 
be
aolleeted teaartorly.
; All advoilitenient• in•erted withdat swe-
l1W time rill be eerie-gee for until entered
out.
Anncainceinents of MarriaZt•A and Desalt&3rtir+4••••11m< tivot. n nood tice* of
hing,naMithed gra:
ObituarY ttt loos, R000lnt ions of Respe.•t.
Sad other similar notice... nye cent. per
- CLUDIING RATES: -
The W SMILEY NIM tat and the follow
paper ouo year:
W e•tk Ctavineinnati lenguirt•r.  
At. bout,: napublie
Send-Work tilolte-Beintierat.
Weekly N vide Sun.
Revue and rni ...
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SIMPLY PARTISANSHIP.
The Boltocrats pretend to think it
something terrible that 't he Democratic
party in its platform should intimate
that the judg ei of the Supreme Court
and other Federal Courts could nulke a
tigerlike or that euyoue of the.lit could
poesibly bedinhoireet. They, however,
do iert think as they pretend. so man
of any iiitelligence whose familiarity
with the course of judicial proceedings
in this country for the Last few years is
tit snele a character as to enable him to
judge properly-could possibly see any-
thing wrong in tbe. laugualke to
be found in th,: Democratic
platform. The platform speaks of
"government by injunction," and every
intelligent man knows to what that re-
fers. No close observer can fail to we
the growing tendency of the Federal
Courts to handle matters which they
have not until the last few years con-
sidered within their province. Through
the interference of the Federal Courts.
the States have almost entirely nee con-
trol of the various corporations organiz-
ed and chartered under their 'respective
statutes, and no man can fail to see
that this will finally result in the coo
poratious becoming the masters of the
States rather than their servants, as the
Constitution originally intended. As
'there ii,no other biotech of the Govern-
snout that has any control over the ju-
dicial branch, there is no power to check
the jadiciary in its encroachments upon
'the rights of the people except the peo-
ple themselves, and this being the caw
it is absurd for any set of men to cry
oat anarchy because the people wish to
regulate the actions of a body that they
- 
themselves have cxesitei for their own
convenience. The judicial branch is no
more Named than the executive or the
legislative: they are all the servants of
the people, created by the people to do
the people's work, and therefore the
people have the right to regulate each
and every one of them as they may see
fit. The Baltocrate would make the
creature greater that the creator; ac-
cording to them is would be a kind of a
Frankenstein affair,-the people having
created it, but having iustantly there-
after loot all control of it and became
its sieve, the object of its caprices. It
simply tear r pur Li:tea:hip that causes
the Monocrats and leepablicans to pre-
tend to be horrieed at the idea that the
people have the right to Fay whet. the
Federal Courts are aesuming more au-
thority than the Constitution confers
upon them.
Speaking upon Mr. Oates' resolution
for the appointineet of a committee to
luvestigate the employment of Pinker-
ton deteetives by the Carnegie-Flick
company limited, at their works at
Homestead, Mr. Bryan said:
'1 only desire to say, Mr. Speaker,
that this resolution ought tb pass. It is
simply to inveftigateoehether there has
been 'Ley violation of the Federal con-
stitution or laws by the action of these
men. klaelieve in law and order, but I
belieee that the law and order should be
maintained by the lawful authorities
lied tot by private armies. C,overn-
menta are organized to protect life and
property. These function should not be
transferred to private individuals nut"
hired detectives- until we are ready to
acknowlediesetuvereunent a failure.
"It is not fair to compel corporations
,to protect eiteir property in this way,
nor ieit right Who the safety and even
Life at tixAu shti1 be imperiled et'•T
a private Sind iireepoifsible soldier*. Let
public order be preserved by public au-
thority."
WAS JEFFERSON AN - HONEST
MAN? :
The law provided for the FREE AND
UNLIMITED CoIN AGE OF GOLD
AND SILVER at the ratio of' 16 to 1.
Jefferson wrote to Hamilton, Febru-
ary, 1* 2: eI return you the report on
the Mien. I concur with you that THE
UNIT MUST STAND ON BOTH
MET ALS. ''
With free coinage of gold and silver
the wealth ofhhe United States increas-
ed between 1800 and 1e10, 40 per cent.
while the population increased efl per
ceut.
The 
De"1"t•ws 
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43 ti" MAKI". PLETHORA OF TICKETSby has a darn good notion to yell the
word 'gold' right out and have it done
with."
The gold-bugs say that the Mexican
labeler gets starvation weges, but that
neshown to be false by the feet that he
does not leave home, does Hot immi-
grate.
UNWORTHY OF CONFIDENCE.
if there is a man to-day in public
Ifee-or rather TRYINti to be in public
life, who ought to be pitied, that man is
Henry Watterson. Defeated at every
Cum, he went to Switzerland and an-
nounced that he would devote hie
°whole time to writing a life of Lincoln
and leave the Presidential election to
feels and scoundrele." After arriving
in Switzerland almoet hie first net Was
to write a letter to the Courier-Journal
dammeg Mr. Bryan, demending the
ca/1 of a Peiltocratie convention, and
bidding. almost pleading that the nomi-
nation be givea to him. He was noti-
fied that he could not get the nomine-
es empty an honor Es it was-sc
he wrote a letter to Mr. Haldeman.
igiving hun instructions to read it , be
fore the Boltocratie convention), in
which he declared that under no cm-
ranastanees would lie .kLLOW his name
to be presentee'. Poor fellow !-he put
in his bid tor the disgracef al honor
sparadszical as that term may sound).
and he get left lir. Wattersen ha,
lest his hold upen the people of the
South. t ince what he said WKS MEAC;
and iudorse 11 y all true Democrate, but
nor there are none so roor as do him
homage. And it is only natural that
• everybody should leoo all respect toi
kin, because he has been on every side-
of the euaneial issue, as well as on
others. For a while he was enlisted in
the cause of the Southern Confederacy
ate' a soldier. IGO save the mark), and a
few months later he was one of the
most bitter writers against the Confeel•
.ersey that the Cincinnati Commercial
Gazette, the most malicious, villainous
and slande.rons sheet in the North, bar.
on as staff. He afterwards went to
Louisville is Southeru city) and his
abase of the North, that had shieldee
.him. e as as titter as had been his abuse
of the South in that paper, and in the
Presidential campaign of 1S92 the Cin-
rinnati Commercial-Gazette published:
in parallel euinruns the language in
which he abused the South while work-
ing in the North and the North while
working in the South. lie has been
seown upon every hand as unworthy of
eentidence, becauee he advocates every
side of every cause.
CAN'T Ht .- !'el' US.
The gold-bug press has a good deal to
tray about the way in a hich the free
kever speakers twist tne sail of the
Br tish lion. It seems to hurt them
more than it dots the lioa. They. seem
to ty, very much afraid that the English
capitalist will get mad. They Kay that
leuglish rapitali-te will •• ithdra‘
t. r nomey from this country unless a
Mere friendly spirit is manifested. Who
cares if they do? 1 he English omit:U-
*5f4 have for years been members of the
varemetrash that have been operating
iii vielation to our laws; they have beet:
reeeieg immense illegal profits of gold
met taking thail gobl ever ti Euglane
with them, and in the years tbat they
have been in business here In violation
se our laws they have taken home more
in interest. in profit, than they invaded
They can not hurt us by withdrawing.
They %tumid. if they prepared to with
draw. throw all their stock upon the
market-a, trameler's market-and if it Watson has scarce Mary Yelling
taueed WI other stock to go down, nowe, Lease to such an extent that she is said
ihoWN to soothing the great toiling to have kept her month shut for the
messes, of this country would not be In space of one week.
the slightest inland, eor would the
*riddle class be injured. The only men.
who would be injured at all would be
the stock gamblers, and who cares
whetloo or not they ere iejared,as they
are the very men who are at the bottom
of the dernsmotizattion of-silver, they art
the deeeoilers of the nation, they are
the men who have for years held the
laboring men of this country in slavery
-not a single tear would be shed by an
limiest new if every dollar's worth ot
stock Aiurfv.i be thrown upon the mar-
4e1 toonorrew arid the stock of every
trust in this country be so run tiown in
value aa to breaki every stock gambler
in this country. Wnut have the great
Ii iniumes to de with the aetiou* of
she English capitalists who are doing
&mine= in this country as members of
ipeolp that aeapperraisrg in open viola,
atIEW Jr4Ellitit laws?
The New Yorker who recently near-
ed a divorce from his wifeon the ground
that her affection for her poodle dog
was such that it monopolized her atten-
tion, and prevented her feral bestowing
upon himself the time which he thought
her connubial duties required, ought
eot to have been granted a divorce. Nu
man who is jealous of a poodle dog, oho
cares to be noticed at all by a woman
whom) taste leads her te prefer a poodle
dog'a eotiety to that of her husband.
ought to be allowed a divorce. A man
must have a great deal of nerve to be
able to ge into court and acknowledge
that he is not as attractive as a poodle
dog, or else to acknowledge that in se-
lecting a wife he did not have teafticieen
ly good judgment to prevent him from
picking out a womau who would prefel
a poodle dog to a man.
One of the very hardest things in tLis
world to understand is how any
gent, fair-minded man can be opposed
,o an rucome tax. The wisdom of miu
• as never devised a more just system o!
taxation than the income tax. Uudea
that system every man pays exactly- in
f•roportion to the b nein that he derivee
(torn the protectiou that the Govern-
ment affords bun. Under the pi esent
system of taxation the millionaires el
this country do not contribute anything
toward the support of the Government,
while the middle and poorer classes
have to bear the whole burden.
All the emir organizations in the
country have arrayed themselves on the
side of free silver. The laborer may
not have a college eduratim, but his
head is long enough eo teach him what
is to his interest.
When Li Hung Chang stepped from
the British shore upon a vessel bound
for the United Stator he shipped his
$75,000 coffin back to China. That act
was a compliment to Uncle Sam, but
pretty hard on John Bull, as it showee
that the great Chinamau felt safe as
soon as he left England. Li Hang
Chang. however suspected his fellow -
countrymen too much to permit of hie
going through San Franeisco.
_ 
tleao of the most Wonderful rut Ate OF
NATURE that we have ever heard of is
set forth in the following paragraph
from the Pods (Tenn.) Post-Intelli-
termer of a very recent date; ••About a
rear ago a young lady at Cleveland,
ream, got a needle embedded in her
waist. A few days ago, it is said, do
sane needles worked its way out of the
ern of a young man in another town."
Let us 411 hope that Bourke Cocklan
said every man who thinks like he Coes
will remain a the Republican camp
where they pretendto have got a only t(
save the Democratic party. The Demo-
crate: party is not worth saving if it...-
salvation depends upon such cattle a,
Beitrke Cockran anti others of his stripe.
Even those of the tehabitante of Cube
that are friendly to Opine have traitor:
in r /quest to the Spanish Government
to rec ill Gen. Weyler. as his mode of
war:are will simply decestate the Wane
witeout subduing the people, Weylerh
mode of warfare is a disgrace to the
country that he ref-re/tents.
The free raver Republicans failed to
materialize in Vermont and Maine, but
they will be greatly in eeed nee iu Ohio
on the etiret dry of November. ?ley
know McKinley better than do the peo-
pistol Vermont and Maine, therefore
they will not stay away from the polls.
 
 a
Talk about jingoism !-the people need
to think that the late James G. Blaiise
was the embodiment of it, but the way
the average Republican spellbinder col:-
ducts his campaign- would make Mr.
Blaine ashamed of himself if he wen
now living,
%%Me he one important point of (tiff* r
entbetween Bryan and McKinley
Ev tody knows that Bryan is sincen
in what he is saying about free silver;
everybody knows that McKinley is not
sincere in what he is saying about fret
silver. -
Hanna knows the exact political affil-
iation's of every violator of the Anti-
Trust hew in the country. He has them
on his list and he is preparing to vigor-
nusly pull the leg ef each and every Ons
of them.
Trusts can be broken up by the en-
forcement of the rigid laws against
them, but the Woos of them are not in
the least frightened when they can put
their attorneys into the President's
Oat:duet.
To abuse the free silver people and
call them crazy men and repudiators is
a great n ;take of the other side. It
in iekt•1 votes for Bryan.
And still McKinley has not told the
public of his personal position on the
financial question!
How's This I
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be curse by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
.1. Cheney for the last fifteen years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
:easiness transactions, and financially
able to CAM out any obligation fluids.
by their arm.
W see & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0.
WALDING. KiNN•N & Matonto Whole-
sale Druggists. Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken
acting directly tipou the blood
and mamas surfaces of the system.
Price 75e per bottle. Sold by all drug-
given. Testimonials free.
Mall's Nastily Pills are the best.
The Republicans do a greet deal it
talking about the beaaties of the single
gold.standerti cpulitries, but they do not
tell the people why it is that most of the
pauper immigrants that come to this
country conic from gold standard coun-
tries.
All ,he corporations and trued; in the
country are arrayed against free silveie
because they realize the fact that the
free coinage of gayer is in the inteieet
of the masses, theillore, the corpora
nous will not be able to enslave the
toiling masses as they have done.
No gold-bag Democrat should vote for
Palmer and Buckner nyder the impres-
sion that he is voting for Democrats.
Every Democratic vote east for Mane
and Buckaer amounts to Milt a vote for
McKinley, and a Demacret a ho car:
bring himself to sit-lug y half a
cit.; ought to be man enough to give
eim a whole vote, and if he is not, thee
he ought to rot.,e with the pm try that he
lois always been ember of.
The Boltocrats should act like men,
declare themselves for McKinley out-
right, for that's what they really mean
when they announce that they are for
Buckner and Palmer. The leaders will
vote outright for McKinley, but they
put out their ticket in order to catch
gold-bugs who would not under any eir
en nstances vote for McKiulee, but who
would vote for an assistant Republican
who had stolen the name of the party to
which he once belonged and to which hi
had pretended to be greatly devoted.
- 
-
If we must part company with those
who believe in a government of synth
cates, by syndicates and for syndicates 
may we not appeal with confidence to
loose who believe that a government of
the people, by the people and for the
people should not perish from the earth
tAPplausee If these men who pride
theniseeres upon their prominence i::
the business world and who glory in the
title of business men are going to mak.
4.businestfout of politics, and are genig
to use their ballots to increase their in
eomes, I beg you to consider whether
the great toiling mimeses of this nation
have not a right to make a business on
of politics once and protect their homes
and families from disaster. (Applause.
-W. J. Bryan, at Tivoli. Maine.
The Democratic National Cornelia&
claim that Bryan will carry thirty-sie
States, which will give him 818 elec
toral votes, and a popular majority o
1,439,090. The only States tliet thi
committei does net claim arc Connecti
eat, Maine, Massachusetts, Verniou
and Wisconsin, having a ts.te
vote of 120. The total number of votes
in the Electoral Coll, go beivg 447, it
required 221 m ot-_ts to elect, se it will be
seen thet accertlitig to the culetions
of the Deemer:Mc Nutional Committee
Mr. Bryan will receive 94 more votes
than necessary to elect him. Some of
the States claimed for Mr. Bryan will
be exceedingly close, and he may lose
two or three of them, but there is littl •
room to doubt that be will be elected-
and will have votes to'epare, because lie
is fighting the battle of the great masses
of the people and they realize ',het fact,
and will support him heartily. ;
FOR EIGHT YEARS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Indianapolis, Iad , Sept. 21.-Francis
Coffiu, the once wealthy bauker of this
city. who has for several days Lean en
trial fiit ivrecking the national bank of
which he was the President, was this
morning sentenced to eight yours cc u
finemeut in the penitentiary. Lis at
torneys will do all they can to secure a
re-hearing for hint.
A SUICIDE.
ESPECIAL TO NEW ERA
DeKoven, My, Sept. 23.-Welter
Davis, one of the hest-known men in
Union county, committed suicide tis
morning. For collie time MT. Davis hal
been in bad health and his physical ail-
ments had unbalanced his mind to a
eonmiderable extent. leis friends had
4
ken keeping a close watch on him for
several weeks to prevent ban from in-
juring himself, bat this morning he
gave them the slip and killed himself
before they bad missed him.
FUSION CONSUMMATED,
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 23--The long-
expected fusion between the Deueorate
and Populists in Ku:rawly has at last
toen consummated. The Popnlete get
two Watrou electors, but no congress-
ional division. The fusion agreement
has teen signed be chairman P. P.
Johnson, of the freo silver Democratic
State Centeil Committee, and Chair-
man Jo A. Parker, of the Populist Com-
mittee. The Kentucky Democrat who
rotes for Bryan in Novemter will vote
for eleven Bryan and Seeeill electors
audtwo Bryan and Watson ele. tors.
OH, SO NICE.
[fPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Sept. 23.-A (outcome° of
leading Republiratis cf the Seventh
:congressional district was held in the,
city yesterday, and steps taken towards
securing the wahine:eel of Hon. Geo.
laeney, of Lexington, from the race for
7;ie Republitou nomination for Con.
eress. It was the sense of the meeting
that Judge Denny should withdraw and
that the Republicans of the district
-hould endorse the candidacy of Col.
W. C. P. Breckinridge. Hon. L. P
Tarletoe, of Franklin county, presided.
A resolution was passed urging the
State Central Committee to secure the
withdrawal of Denny, and it was stated
that National leaders would ask Denny
to quit. It is thought that Mr. Denny
will yield to the pressure being brought
te bear and give the Republicans a
chance to endorse Col. Breckinridge.
The leg, hearty, healthy man is a con-
tinual irritation to his dyspeptic friend.
Constipaticsa is the root of nine-tenths
of the sickness of men, and of a large
proportion of the sickness of women. It
earn be cured easily, naturally and quick-
ly. Nature is euitinually a orking as
hard as she elm to throw off impurities,
and to force out poisonous refuse mat-
ter. When there is an impediment, Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets set the wheels
working again without any trouble.
They assist nature in ft gentle, health•
fut. efficient wiry. There I; not•hing
violent ebout their action, and yet it is
just as certain as if it were twice as vio-
lent. "You (lo tot become a slave to
their use." They are different and bet-
ter than any other pill for the cure of
conntipation, headache and kindred de-
raegements. Altnest all druggists me
derstand this, end are conscientious
enough to tell you so. Thl dinggiet
ho tries to sell yen a substitute is not
a safe man from a horn to buy medicine.
Send 21 center in °rte.( eat stomps to
World's Dispensary Medical Areweia-
tion, Buffalo. N. Y., and receive Dr.
Pieree'm 1004 peels "Common Sense
Medic:el Adviser," rofasely illustrated. SJLD Di ALL DAILAilAlaTIA.
A 1...ar2e Array For the Vot-
ers to Choose From.
POLITICAL POINTERS.
The Speaking Y.:stet:Jay-See:in District Es-
14;:tes.
For six long weeks he stmli...1 hard,
And now JULttantly. he Mates,
That he has memorized the names,
Of till Pr.sidentlal candidates,
The NEW Era has received a number
of requests to publish a fall list ;f the
A VIRE.
(emcee. TO NEW ERA)
Stanfocel, Ky., Sept. 24.-Thcre was a
very coolly fire here this morning-that
is so far ae human life is comernecl. A
teuenient 'mime near tee city limits was
discovered to be in dames amid before the
fire eopsrtment. could respond to the
alarm the flames had gained such head
way that they could tot be checked. A
colored woman name dllatt iehaekey and
a young child of hers were in the house
asleep et the time the flames broke out,
and before thee could be moused they
were Leaned to death. The fire is sup-
posed to have been due to the fact that
tee chimney had not been cleaned out
since last winter.
Presidential tickets. Then' are eight in
the field, and it is the rlght
of the American citizen to tite:e his pick
of the lot and vote for it in Novemb
This year iliselciees more Natioual Lek-
tits than have ever before been placed
before the people. Nimes of the tickets,
It is nue, are duplications, but never-
theless teey are the products of separate
National conventions, duly culled. In
touie Stares, as for ini•tarire in Ohio and
Illinois, where State legislation con-
trols the method of printing the tickets
or Preeideutial electoral, this multi-
elicity. of riches is likely to cause co:i-
Orsini).
Iii the order of their adoption the
Presidential tiekets placed in the field
are as follows:
Prohibitionists, nominated at Pate-
burgh, Pa., May 27:
For President-Joshua Levering, of
Maryland.
For Vice President-Hale Johnson, of
I linois.
National party tfreeasilver, woman-
suffrage offshoot of the regular probibi-
tiouists, nominated at Pittsburgh, about
2 a. in., May 28):
For President-Charles E. Bentley, of
Nebraska.
For Vice-President-James Haywood
Southgate, of North Carolina.
Republican, nominated at St. Louis
JunoFor I S: 
President-Win. McKinley, of
O
For Vice-Preeident-Garret Augustus
Hobart, of New Jersey.
Socialist-Labor, nominated at New
York, August 4:
n'or President-Charles Mamie-a, of
New Y.irk.
For Vier-President-Matthew Ma-
guire, of New Jersey.
Democratic party, nominated at Chi-
cago, July 10 and 11:
For President-Wm. Jennings Bryan,
of Nebraska.
For Vice-Prsicieet-At thur Sewall, of
Maine.
Silverit.e nominated at S'. Louie July
24:
For Presideot -Wm. Jeimings Bryan,
of Nelraska.
For Vice President -Arthur S swell, of
Maine.
Pexiple's party nominated at St. Lote,
Inly 24 and 25:
For President-Wm. Jennings Bryan,
of Nebraska.
For Vice- Pre- 'dee t -eThonitui E. Wat-
son, of Georgia.
Nat our.! 1).1110er:the patty uernineted
ilis September 3:
For Preeident-Johsi Me_euley Pal-
of Millen'.
For Vice-President-Simon Bolivar
Buckner, of Kentucky.
Hon. H. S. Irwin addressed a geed-
sized crowd at the court-hoase Wednee
dee, afterecon in the interest of Mc.-
Kelley and the gold standard. Least
eight Judge J. Fletcher Dempsey, of
Mueisouville, made an excellent speech
for Bryan and free ail: Cr. The court-
Louse was crowded. Both speakers are
members of the State Railroad Com-
mission.
Daviess 
lleneock  
lonk
Meleeie .....
Union • •
Webeter  .
Total .. e00 7,001.
This would leave a nuejority for Bry-
an of 60;00 iii the elstrict, but meki• g
eleovenees for all pestikple exeese of cut
enlet'otie it can hervily fall under 5,000
This will alrucet wipe out Bratileyh
plural' ty in the State.
Reverts fron rill the ether see there
the Sts.te ens to the time D-111
erratic vote a ill largely exeeed elerenue
and Cret, iii r..,(1, e•vi•ry
will show large gelus ewer last year's
rote.
The State of 'tentacly may be eat, le
comet d on to give miry here from 25,
WO to e0,000 inejority for Bryan.
Those Republicans who are figurine
nu carrying Keutaeky fee MeKiulty
will have to figure on getting their ma
mity elsewhere than in the St coad dis-
trict, says the Hustler. And those wl o
take the vote of Bradley as a basis for
egurieg cat ili eester.i. t be Iorele
dieappoieted.
Last year Bradley carried tee 8-•POI d
eistrict by aLout tee in reined numbers.
This year, Btynn will overcome that
majority mid go it about 5,000 better
In other word; his majority in the See-
mid district will Hut be under 5,(00 nue
may go far ahead of this.
Our estimate 1:y counties is as follows:
Bryan.
Chrietian .. 600
2(5)1)
2e.0
1.2e0
hut 5)
111:0
1. feet
True Democrats should remember the
Democrat ie eierict convention, fur the
seneterial district composed oflehrietian
and Hopkins counties, is called to meet
in Hopkinsville on Monday, September
2S, for the purpose of nominating a
Democratic candidate for senator. All
supporters of W. J. Bryan for president
are entitled to take part in the county
convention to send delegates to the dis-
trict «invention.
--
TreAseirer Long still thinks there is no
dente about the extra sesssion. He said
Wee'day mottling that the outstauding
warrants, or floating debt, already
amounted to e1,428,000, and by the time
the special eeseion can be called the «in-
damn a ill be no better, CVell with the
incoming revenue and the extension of
the time on the A. and M. College and
%e'er Londe
Dr. John D. Clardy, Democratic none
thee for Congress in this district, and
El. T. Franks, Republiesai nominee,
poke at Calhoon Wednesday. Their re.
triandlig dates are as follows for joint
debt/ • • :
Hawesville, September 24; LewlePort,
September 21, at night; Owensboro,
September 25; Morgan field, September
26; Uniontown, Sept enber 28, at night;
Henderson, September 28; Dixon, Sep-
tember 29 ;-Madisonville, September 30;
Hopkinsville, October 5.
Mrs. An Gage, wife cf Ex-
Dertr!ty U. S. Marshal,
Columbus, Kan., says'
'• 1 wasde Livered
of TWINS in
less than 20 min-
e ten amid with
scarcely any pain
after using only
two bottles of
71;
DID NOT
wee° 'MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
SUFFER AFTXUWAUD.
re-sebt by 'rents:Dor ,,nretvtbt • • f pi., ,
• 1.00 per Polies. Sees "10 1110 1 II  ••• "imbed Cr...
SILADFI: t.a BLGCLATAlt CO., ATLANTA, IAA.
GOLD SHIPMENTS.
(summed...TO NEW ERA.]
New York, Sept. 24.-Repre-entative
foreign banking houses e' inmate' that of
the thst $15.,000,000 in gold imported in
the movement to this country, about
$10,000,000 was shipped against sterling
loans and 4*nel-5,000.000 against corn
menial bills. Of the balance of the $40.-
000,000 er thereabouts engaged in all to
date, '2,000,600 was drawn against com-
mercial bills. It irstill believed that
the efflux of gold from Europe to tie
United States (net only be tenwormily
if at all interrupted. A number of the
sterling loans inhtnre next month. Thu
steamship Servile leaving Liverpool to
day, haion board $1.000,000 in gold.
consigued to Kidder, Peabody & Co., of
Heston.
'I-1E IS STILL MISSING, SILVER OR GOLD.
$100,000 LOSS BY FIRE.
teNICIAL TO NEW mei
Burlingtou, In, Sept. 24.-The Co -
cade Lumber Melia Company and aline a
portion of the company's lumber yam-. s
bunted yesterday. The loss is 3.30.000
on milts aud probably $70,000 on lumber.
Insurance about 380,000.
DRILLING FOR PRIZES.
[sesciel. TO NEW ERA]
Dallas, Tex., Sept. 24.-The Canton
drills in connection with the annual sea
don of the Sovereign Grand Lodge of
Old Fellows attracted an immense
crowd of spec teems. The contests were
open to all Cantons In geed etanditg
tbrongliout the entire anny, the drilling
being without muse-. The prizes range
from $125 in cash to the best dulled
C ruton, to a gold medal for the beet
drilled chevalier.
IN A BAD FIX.
, (sPeciee TO KEW ERA)
We shington, D. C., Sept. 21 --Fens-
ter Blackbnrn admit that Democratic
affairs in New York are in a very bad
fix, and that the party is liable to
Oise the State unless tomething unfore-
seen turns up. He thinks that the lead-
ers in New York have treated the party
very badly indeed. Hill is emulating
the example of the Jackass that starved
to death between two stacks of hay-
enable to decide which wee thi larger
ef the two
JAPANESE TOWN DESTROYED.
sesto le TO NEW PtRA
San Francisco, Sere 24.-The city of
Kobe, in Japan, was recently destroyed.
Floods, storms and earthquakes have
(-eased the loss of 2,500 lives and mill-
ions of dollars' worth of property in
Northern Japan.
Or. king'. New Illoovsry for COJ
'caption.
This is the beet medicine in the world
for all forme of coughs and colds and
for consumption. Every bottle is guar.
:it:teed. It will cure and not disnp
imiet. It has in equal for whooping
cough, asthma, hay fever, pneuinonte,
bronchitis, la grippe. cold in the heal,
and for consumption. It is safe for all
Arcs, pleasant to take, itti 1, above all, a
cure. It is always well to take Dr.
King's New Life Pill; in emotes tern
si-ithu Dr King'e New Discovery, as they
r •gulate auil tone the etotnach end now-
-le We guaratitee perfie t satiety" time
or return numey. Free trial bottles tat
It C. Hardwick'; drug store
A. B. Powers Has Not Yet
Been Found in Chicago.
WILL NOT MEET RHEA.
Es Prisidett Harrison Will be a tar:CIO/ for
tic tinned Stet is Senate.
(SPECIAL TO NEW FRA I
Chicago, Sept. 24.-A. B. Power?. of
Owen/dor% Ky., who was no:feted to
the rolice of this city as missing, has
not yet been found. It is feared that
the young man has been way laid, and
murdered. The detective departurcut
iris put men out to work on the case,
Thiel' is regarded as a very myetertous
me. It is claimed Ia many that Powers
las surely been murdered for the money:
that he had in his pockets when he sr- I
rived in Chicago, tut the officers think
that yeeithly he is ill be found in some
the various rem its in this city, that
maybe be got drank : nd is merdy lay- re
rAr up for repairs. It is said that Pow-
ers haul collet t m a large sum of money oil
to assist the Cubau 1attice-4 in their
struggle eigitin.st Spain, and teat this
afact was known to Spaniards in Chic's- Afralci
who have murdered him and taken
(be money that he had. The city is b -
ing scoured for him. Mr. Powers form-
erly needed at Russellville, Ky.
A COWARD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Russellville, Ker ,Sept. 24 - 'V. Cod-
trey 11 u t the Republican nominee
for Congress in this district, refuses to
aoet Hon. John S. Rhea in joint de-
bate. Everybody-even Re publicans-
recognize the fact that Dr. Fleeter is
nfraid to meet Rhea in joint deb to be-
-reuse he knows that he is not Rhea's
einal in .any reserve t.
Better than caner ,s a healthy
liver. If .the liver is 0. K. the
man is 0. K. His blond is kept
pure, bis digestion perfect, and he
can enjoy ho awl net intelligently
and patiently_ up3n the questions
of the dive.Yol all know what to
take. You have known it for years.
It is Simmons Liver Begulator-
For years yon and 'your fathers
have found it oi sterling worth.
It is and nlwayA has been put- up
only by J. II. Zeilin & Co. Take
none but t!:o penuine. It has the
Bed Z on tlio (rant of the wrapper,
and nothing else is the same, and
sl goo!.
BEN HAP-FUSON.
IsPECTAI, TO NEW ER 41
Imi(Iinmuurs'iis, hid ,Sept. 24.-It is et:t-
ell on good authority in this city that If
the Indiana Legislature happens to be
Republican ex-President Ilerrisen will
be a candidate foroUnited States Sena-
tor to succeed Hon. Daniel W. Vcorhees,
of Terre Haute, who has been a Senator
from Iudiana for the past twenty-four
years. The free silver men, 'however,
have not the slightest fear of losing the
State, because there are thousands of
Republicans wholare in favor of the free
and unlimited coinage of silver, and
w Lo will vote for the free silver race
for Congress, because they realize tie
fact that it ishis important to have a free
silver House as it is to have a a free sil-
ver President, and for that reason they
will oppose any man even for the Legit:-
entire who is not for free silver.
LYNCHED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Gretna, Lo, Sept. 24.-James Haw-
kins, a negro, slapped a white child's
face lost night a hile a possee we.s out
after a neere. Officers fired upon
Hawkins instantly end in doing, FD
killed three bystanders. Hawkins was
then jailed, but in leas than an hour he
was taken out.and hung, because he had
been the Cause of the death of three cit-
izens-
iS01.4.e.
All persons; holdnig claims against C
M. Brown, deceased, are notified to file
them with us, properly verified accord-
ing to law, within the next sixty days;
und all pereorne indebted to the said
Brown tend notified to come forward and
SO Ile. J. W. Des X e .
C. II. Bust',
Executors of C. M. Brown
Regular sae 50 coeds and $1.00 see ed2w,w4t
• -:
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"Check it!"
4vr223.1.
}sic
If he ha:I b o:;;10,t a 5 c::.11: piccz he
would have been al..,_ye it with 11:m.
,t
-45
Ntef,
N.AA;
-tee:
1•••
45
se.•:
piece is rnost•too big to carry, and the 5
cent piece is nearly as larqe as the 10 colt
here is no buy:ng more than a
E piece of other high grade tobaccos. „
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TO READ BOTH SIDES
OF THE QUESTION?
ut.
The New York Jpumal I; the only
Metropolitan paper indors"nc!,
Bryan and Sewall
and it daily p‘.1)ii.chz by
the Icadinz financiers cf the country
on both sides of the qtiezt:on,
"Silver vcrztz Gold."
It Li progre.-„sivc,liberz.1 and always
es pousei the cause of the ria%-srs.
Every broad minded ann should
r.:ad it, whether Rep„blican or
Democrat.
THENEW YOK 1314f1.
Dally  I Cent everywbere.
Subscript-on tor C.:no Leonth,
includtrig See:day - - - -40o.nts
Two Mont....hz rend a lean - -
Send subscription to
The New York JOUrilali
Circulation tozparnacw, ttr.vi YORK.
Professional Cards.
•••••awialimaoa...
L I.WOODRO, M. D.
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
•••••. 64, -7••• -",•••••• -44.-Te-"Spe. ,•••••••-•••••-•41•^1..-
DISEASES OF WOSIEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Itne•dolo and Coopor BuildingHOURS: S to to: 2 to S.
Telephone No. 132
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
IIUNTE.11 WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-A t-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up stain over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
JOH 4 L A %D.
.4ttor,teri - - Law.
Tionper Mork, lover,' ''ant..e.- S.
IL- S. Muhl cilia
r1110: wr *RI 91P
.111,••• ...PI • •  •• • “. ••••••• 11111.1•1
E. C. ANDERSON
Physiciali&Strant
Oilre or6 Heiden+ Bank. Office
hours IriiniWiotl a. m . $41 4 p.m
.
YPH1LYS
IT
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teppreens et owes --""
wmviewleawsl
New Goods! Nov Go
--T. M JONES
T
-
Has Them In Endless Varieties.-
Just in FrQrn the Eastern Markets.,
Come and compare Qsalities. Spies AND PRICES aid be curiae,/ that It is le pealliDereat
to buy where you can obtain strictly reliable merchandise at lowest possible petal.
Drs q C this line. Black and PastorAlways SOMETH
ING NEW in
• Silks. Silk end Wool and All
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting. Fancy and Staple Dress Goo s in black and Jenks.-
ed. The neweot thing in the market in Dress Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. Mv /stork of Capes and Jackets is LARGEAND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices io Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have R MAGNIFICENT STOCK of Men's,Ladies' and Children's Underwear and Hesiety
to aelect from, and :con will also find my line of Blankets. Carpets. Rugs, Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of goods in my .tore well as-
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get prieee before buying.
All my Menet. Laoiere and Chi/aren't SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT AT
WHOLESALE COST,
T. M. JONES.
HOW DOLLARS are MADE
A a rube., they aic coined at a United -tves mint_
-that itl one wAy, another w t is to make
lv savit,g slid that is cone by by patr. nit
Hopkinsvilles Greatest Store, .
"THE RACKET."
Largest Store in Southern Kentucky.
Twenty Stores Under One Roof.
NEW GOODS DAILY--
I nw pt ic. a crested and ittuititaInt in 'hi- Kt( ,re, others
nay hsve them for an holm or a d4y, we rive them always.
-ve our -how w irdow., tees, tell the .t..or of low pikes in -
.h•ee chapters, every w indow prerente a chapter, which
m ey be reid by a
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR ONE CENT WINDOW?.
It, does *tot cost a et (It to et elle and a- e, but A U hou'd
come and see the tn ny ihteg you can buy for one cent.
214 214 Main SC
Hopkineville ,
THE RACKET
KUGLEtt
fee te Broadway, s
1:ew York. .
E OFFER
All of our CI-, nts Tan Shoes .
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
T COST.
If you want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save $1
to 61.50 a pair on them,
This is Your Opportunity'
RICHARDS COME.
Si 5
•
41;
A Forcible Reminder
when the falling thermometer
makes you remember that it is
time to think of tour
Winter Clothing.
We have SI beautiful new stock of
imported and domestic' tweeds,
diagonals, cheviots, clay se.rges
and fancy mixtures from which
.to choose, and will fit and make
them in our old time fine taste
and exquisite style at
Hizrd Time Prices.
A. CLARK.
Low  Pricels 
Make Hard Times
IV'ch Easier to Bear.
Here's One Instance
Token at random flop) cur' fremenduous Fall and Winter stock juit received.
1
We closed out for the ssi ra, Alarm CO ALIMIEIC from the
IVauchusett Shirt (Jo, Leoming.er, Mats., 100 dozen
Men's Fine Laundried -W hite Shirts,
mostly ',lilted bosoms.
werth
FT'S EASY We offcr
TO BE SEEN
All kizes 14 t) 20 The chealett shi!t in the lot is
.-------
''. 
( hant 1 tutors in the chy-Ikr 1:3,.-till-ACC of thc Lot For 50 CCntel3., That II, c are the lead IT
lool,it g at our cuAtome:t ---wLo;
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-.3 seen on the streets. Our line I
consists of the mo.t e• ce'', nt
woyes and latust t-ign e-, i • ; he
most p rfect garments to he: k7ee Our si'''outh Show Window for Samples.tl al A ays. we-.:er the bes
t tra0e and I L,
_
the Fads:lc:of know ing se hen 3 ou cc me to I se your
-'( -.......-., s largest variety Oleo n t he an ‘
house. whiie you bkre3s ha,
clothes are cut by the most exrei it need cutter in the 'ta' ,
and made by the most skilled labor. It 14 only itce-sary
to mention that Mr. F. 1'. Ciot mate is at the Ii' ad of tuts
departuient ti gua,nwee perfection. l'-n-oreel Cl' the place,
corner I feted! 1 a tie. in. Ftr. cefs( r •‘ \ . ',111n 1:: no.
Cico.
H.ANDERSON&CO.
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GOOD
Actiudeed Insane.
Mrs. Riley Sisk was taken to the
Western Kentucky Asylum for treat
meat Tuesday. Sheriff Thompson, of
Hopkius county. aecompauied her to
the city. Mrs. Sisk's; home is near Nor-
Wee is Ma- i. Oiler
The Louisville Times of Thursday af-
ternoon gays:
Maj. T. J. Gill. of Hopkinsville, whose
THINGS TO EAT
- wife is a cousin of Maj. McKinley, has
already begun a quiet canvass for the
postmastership at his town.
Well- Hie Sixth Birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fowright opened
the doors of their home Tuesday after-
noon to a crowd of bright little ones.
the occasion being the sixth birthday of
their little son, Arthur. Delicate' s of
all kinds were:served, and the gallant
little beet made each guest hive a jolly
good time.
Stirring eddresses Delivered By Four
Known Orators.
/That the Democrats of Pembroke
know bow to have a first-class barbecue
W5- preyed to the entire satisfaction of
everybody that partook of the bountiful
sweetie on Tuesday. A more pleasant
affair of the kind was never given in
our county, and the more credit is due
to the people who had charge of it
when it is remembered what is day
Monday was, what a short time them
wm to prepare for it after the rein
ceased, about eleven o'clock Monday
night.
There were fully three thousand peo-
ple there Tuesday, and that each and
every one of them enjoyed the day was
apparent to everybody.
Rate fell all day Monday and the
ladies and gentlemen who had arrauged
to give the barbecue feared that the af-
fair would have to be postponed, but
when that night it became apparent to
them taut the day to follow would be a
bright one, all hands went to work in
earnest, and before midnight between
eighty and ninety Sheep and hogs and
kids had been slaughtered and scores of
hands were busily engaged iu preparing
them for cooking. It was, however,
daylight before the carcasses were
placed over the fires that had been kin-
dled in a very long pit, and-owing to
that fact the dinner was deltiyed about
an hour, but when it was finally served
it was appreciated the more for the de-
lay. There were long rows of tables
out .under the trees-the spot selected
was the grove that surrounded what is
now known as "Old Bethel'.-aud all of
these tables were ladeude with bread and
ftplenclitlly cooked meat as was ever
served at any barbecue given in this
county, and a good feature of it was
that there was a plenty of everything.
The ladies of the committee that
looked after the guests were untiriug in
their attentioes to the wants of the vis-
itors, and they fully sustained the repu-
tation of Pembroke and the surrounding
country for its unbounded hospitality.
The speeches that were made were all
good and were listened to with deep in-
tereet by a large majority of the large
crowd present. The first speaker of the
day was Hon. Austin Peay, who for four
yeirs represented Christian and Hop-
kins counties in the State Senate. Mr.
Petty, as everybody who has ever had
the pleasure of hearing him knows, al-
ways makes a good speech, but his ad-
dress on yesterday was even better than,
useal. He is a farmer, or ratherevas a
farmer for many years, and, therefore,
he knew what the farmers had lost by
reason of the single gold gold standard,
and he was able to talk to them as only
a fanner could.
Pray was followed by Capt. Wm.
J. Stone, the one-legged ex-Confederate
soldier, who for five years ably repre-
sented the first District of Kentucky in
the Federal House of Representatives.
Capt. Stone, by reason of his long !ser-
vice at Washington, had statistics and
the financial affairs of the Government
completely at his command, and he im-
parted his information in a style so
striking, so pleasing as to hold the at-
tention of his hearers from the begin-
niug of his address to the cud.
A ehoit while after Capt. Stone had
ma; leted. his address dinner WWI an-
nounced, and the vast crowd repaired
to the tables. It was about a qtallisetf-
ter two o'clock when everybody returned
from dinner, and at once the people be-
gan to call fur Hon. James F. Clay, of
Henderson, was present to speak
by rtqueet. Mr. Clay did not make a
very extended address, only speaking
about fifteen minutes. His address was
enjoyed by all, as was shown by the lib-
eral applause of the audience. Mr. Cloy
is it most pleasant speaker, indeed, as
all who have ever heard him know.
'The address of the day was that of
Han. John S. Rhea, the well-known free
silver orator of this end of Kentucky,
the Democratic nominee for Congress in
the Third Congressional district. The
crowd was very anxious to hear Mr.
Rhea, and when he was introduced the
applause that greeted him was almost
deafening. There is only one John
Rhea-as everybody knows, and yester-
,taiehe was in "flue trim" for the ores-
!MI. He spoke for one hour and fifty
minutes-and if he had spoken that
inuch longer his audience would ha,'c
been delighted. Mr. Rhea showed how
every man who toils for his daily bread
was robbed by the act that demonetized
silver in 1873, how that act doubled the
wealth of the creditor class and also
doubled the debts of every debtor in the
land; how, by reason of the single gold
standard, a few foreigners with almost
unlimited wealth could and do control
the prices of every article produced by
the farmers of this country. He paid
his respects to the Louisville Courier-
Journal in language both plain and em-
phatic, speaking of it AA the daily liar
of Louisville. Mr. Rhea made a fine
exposition of the free silver cause, and
he made it so plain that no man who
was within the sound of his voice could
possibly have failed to understand the
matter. The speech was a masterly ef-
fort, and that it did the Calla0 for which
he spoke much good no man who heard
him can deny.
Hon. W. B. Smith, the Demoerate-
caadidate for elector for the State-at-
large, was to have been present, but at
the last moment found it impossible to
dose.
Tuesday's barbecue is one that will
be long remembered.
A GRACEY WOMAN DESERTED.
She Followed Her Runaway Husband
But he Gave Her the Shake.
iWv.at 1‘'I's$licti,r4itisir tvIt•rv pr',:l'Ot '11 
Retete et the Mete plo.t
$i-
-gentle it trurta--pleahltutt•itorts:-
rightly directed- There Is voinfort le
the knowledge, that ISC many forms 01
sickness are not due to any actual die
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the syetem, which the pleasant
. 
family laxative, Syrupol Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is wily it is the only
remedy with neje ions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
a 
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wieeh promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
Editor Morrison, of Wor: hi ngton , 
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
. 
hcial effects,t note when you pur-
chase,
• prescription in Electric Bittern, ' 
hatoir have the genuine arti-Ind-, **Sun," writes: "You have a val-
and I can cheerfully recommend it for 
("eine, Which is manufactured by the Cali-
constipation and sick headache, and as 
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
a general system tonic it has no equal.'' i 
all reputable druggists.
Mrs. Annie Stehle, 2625 Cottage 
Grove' If in the enjoyment of geed health.
Ave , Chicago, was all run' down, etild 
and the system is regular, laxatives or
not eat nor digest food, had a backache 
other remedies are then not needed. If
which never left her and felt tired and 
mafflayictedb  carnwirmhpnaaenydactotnthael indi,se,stafsceki.iounuei
weary, but six ['dare of Electric Bitters physician^. but if in neert of a laxative,
restored her health and renewed her one should have tee best, and with the
GOP COMO Of Tatter Powder. Pm, strength. Price 50 cente and $1.00. well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Mein er any ads adsillsmollt. Get a bottle at K. C. Hardwick's drug Flee stands highest aria is mesf 
largely
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pfied anti Wives meat AlV nen,' eaten/edema.
Were Married Wednesday Night. go
Mr William Van Hooser and Miss
Bertha W.Courtney were married Wed.
neat at the resident-1y of the bride's
father, four mikes from the city on the
Medisonville mad. The giixim is a
prosperous young farmer and Miss
Coal tney is the pretty daughter of Mr.
John W. Courtney. The ceremony will
be performed by Rev. C. C. Hail.
Rode on the Train.
Babe Ashby, of the country, went to
Hopkinsville last week, and he says it
is the first time he was ever on a train
with his own consent, says the Madison-
ville Hustler. During the late war he
was a soldier aud says he was compelled
to ride on the iron horse until he got
enough of it. He has since the war
studiously avoided all railroad travel
until this trip that he had to make on
business.
The Surveying Party.
A. M. Winn resigned his position with
the Cairo & Cumberland Gap surveying
corps Saturday and returned home, says
the Mayfield Mirror. He left the party
at the Tennessee river, at a point be-
tween Egg:lees ferry and Calloway
ferry, where the road will croes the
river. They have bees out a month,
and have covered a distance of sixty
miles, from the Mississippi to the Ten-
nessee. The party has had no accidents
and the health has been very good, but
one or two were overcome with fatigue
and heat. Mr. James Neale took Mr.
Winn's place.
Death of Mrs. Davis.
The many friends of Mrs. Alex Davis
were greatly saddened when they
heard the news of her &nth. She was
a woman of many lovable traits and
noble Christian character. Her death
occurred at her home about ten mikes
Noqh of the city. She was thirty-five
years of age and had been an invalid fie
several years. Her death was doe to a
disease of the stomach. Ferierin ser-
vices were held Tuesday afternooe at
three o'clock at the late raieenee, con-
ducted te Rev. Chas. Nash, pastor of
the Baptist Church. The remains were
interred in Hopewell Cemetery.
Invitations Sent Out.
Invitations were received in the city
to-day to the approaching marriage of
Mr. Leslie Cheek, of Nashville, and
Miss Mabel Wood, of Clarkeville. The
Clarksville Times says: "The wedding
will take place at the Madion street
Methodist church Wednesday evening,
October 7, at 8 o'clock, and will be an
elaborate event The names of the at-
tendants have already Nem mentioned
in this column. The bridal party and
relatives will be given a rxception at the
home of the In le's parents on Union
street from 9 to 11 p. m., the night of
the wedding and the newly married
couple will be at home in Nashville, 224
Union street after Nov. 1." Tickets of
admission to the church are iudo.wei in
the invitations.
Rev. Brandon.
Concerning Ile v. Brandon, formerly
of this city, and whose friends here are
legion, the Henderson Gleaner. says:
Rev. W. C. Brandon, who has so effi-
ciently filled the pulpit of the Metho-
dist church in the; city for the past four
years, is now preparing to take his
leave. All his household goods are
packed ready for shipment when he
learns his destination. He will preach
his farewell sermon Sunday morning at
11 o'clock to his congregation, who are
loth to see him go.
While in this city Mr. Brandon has
won the esteem, not only of his own
congregation, but of the citizens of the
entir city, and wherever lie is located
'or the neat four years hie church pee-
pie can rest assured that they will get a
painstaking and good pastor.
DISTRICT CONVENTION CALLED.
Will Meet Here to Nominate a Senator
on septemeer 26th.
A Democratic district convention, for
the senatorial district composed of
Christian and Hopkins counties, is here-
by called to meet in Hopkinsville on
Monday. Sept. eel, at 1 o'clock p. for
the purpose of nominating a Democratic
candidate for S.inator. All supper-ors
of W. J. Bryan for President are en-
titled to take part in the county conven-
tions to send delegates to the district
conventions. Each county convention
rein select its delegate's in any manner
thought best by its county committee.
Christian shall be entitled to le and
Hopkins 12 delegated, the basis of repre-
sentation being the combined vote cast
for Hardin and Pettit, in the guberna-
torial election of 1895. Done by order
of ISAAC GARROTT,
Acting Ch'm. Christian Co. Dem. Com,
S D. CooKE,
Ch'm. Hopkins Co. Dem. Corn.
The L lea
The pleasant effect and perfect safety
with which ladies may use Syrup of
Figs, under all conditions, makes it
their favorite remedy. To get the true
and genuine article, look for the name
of the California Fig Syrup Company,
printed near the bottom of the package.
For sale by all responsible druggists.
OlAdli00§ COfriP0
TuE NEW ERA. THEIR DAY TO SHINE.
—
$1.00 A YEAR. -
Reeeiv.I at the pristoface In Hupkinsvilh•
as resound-ciao' mall matter. Thousands of 
Detnocrast
Gather Near Pembroke
. 
Friday, :•)* pteni her 25, 1896.
COURT DIRECTO it Y.
elect-nee-it-Kr-Fine Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February awl Sep-
tomeer.
44C4,RTERLY Core-r--Second Mondays
in January, April. July aud October.
Floc eLeotete-First Tuesday in April
Mid October.
CONTY Court/ -First Monday in every
month.
HOME & SOEIETY
Mr J. D White, of Mowell, was here
Tuesday.
Mr. Ed R Regard, of Lafayette,
here Tuese,ay.
Mr Peter Fox, of Howell, was in the
city Monday.
Mr. H. C. Locker, of Lafayette, was
in town this week.
Rev. George Campbell and family, of
Franklin. arrived in the city Saturday
night to attend Conference.
Mr. J. R. Lacey, of Fruit Hill. was in
town liteadnetelsy.
Mr John M. West, of Crofton. was
here this week.
Mr. James D. Brown, of Bainbridge.
was in the city Wednesday.
Stephen Trice, of Hopkirmille, is vis-
iting his toilette John Waller.-Madi-
sonvillp Hustler.
Mr. J. R. Keys, of Bainbridge, was in
town yesterday morning.
Mrs. W. M. Wright, of Morgaufield.
is visiting Mrs. Otho Audereon.
Mrs. J. E, Meridith and Miss Lizzie
Howell, of Bowling Green, are Vittitilga
in the city.
Mr's. P. G. Jonessof Cadiz. is visiting
her sieter, Mrs. B. T. Underwood,
Campbell street.
Miss Lillie Reason, of Morganfield,
Ky.. is tee guest of lire M. C. Forbes,
on Virginia street.
Miss Eva South, of Bowling Green, is
a visitor to theConference and is a guest
of Judge MeCarroll.
Miss Mary Louise Milliken,of Elkton,
is the guess of Miss Jimmie Byars on
West Seventh street.
Mrs. Mary Woolard is visiting ler
brother in Hopkineville. Miss Wil-
lie Stinnett has returned from a visit to
friends in Hopkinsville Rem. C.Y.
Smith. P H Davis and J. R. McAffee,
left for Hopkiusville 'yesterday after-
noon to attend conference. Eugene
Harrison went to Hopkinsville Satur-
day After standing his conference ex-
amination at that place, he will go to
Nashville- and enter Vanderbilt L lever-
atty. -Elk t ou Progress.
1110 CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Promo (Oinine Tablets_
All druggists refund the money if it
fates to cure. 25e. Stept8d7m
Mr. Green Improving.
The rnany friends of Mr. Thomas
Green. Sr.. will be delighted to learn
that his condition is much improved,
and the members of his family are hope-
ful of his ultimate recovery.
Killed Rear Elkton,
John Grenfleld was !shot and killed
four miles North of this city Monday
night by Tom
It is sate that Grenfield was trying to
enter Mitchell's residence.
Both nieu are white and well-known.
There are a great many of the unfor-
tunate ours in this world, greater in
nurnier than those who are blessed with
good ingestion. To some people the
greatest misfortune is Lot to be able to
eat anything set before them. -I suf-
fered for years with Dyspepsee and
everything I ate dieagreed with with
me. I was induced to try Simmon's
Liver Regulitor and was cured. I now
eat es erythiug."-M. Bright. Madison
Parish, La.
Bids Wanted.
Bids will be received on 10 bags of
coffee, Le00 Iles. of bacon, best clear
sides; e tiereee of lard, kettle rendered:
6 btbs. of granulated sager. 10 boxes of
Greenwich lye. 3 Nile New Orleans mo-
lasses. 20 eases tomatoes, 2e eases corn,
to be furnished to the Western Ken-
tucky Aeylam ter the Insane, Hopkins.
vile, Ky. Prices to be on goods laid
down at Hopkinsville. All goods to be
first-class in quality. Goods will be se-
lected from the lowest and best bit on
each artiele. The right is received to
reject any and all bids. All bids must
be handed in by 10 a. m. Sept. 28th.
A. EL ANDERSON, Steward.
- -
When soar stomach begins to trouble
yol. it ueeds help. The help it needs is
to digest your food, and, until it gets it,
you won't have any peace. Stomach
troubee is very distreming, very obsti-
nate, very dangerous. Many of the
most dangerous diseases begin with
simple indigestion. The reason that
indigestion (not digestion, not nourish-
ment weakens the system and allows
disease germs to attack it. The anti-
dote is Shaker Digestive Cordial.
stremething, nourishing, curative. It
cures indigestion and renews strength
and health. It does this by strengthen-
ing the stomach, by helping it to digest
your food. It nourishes you. Shaker
Digestive Cordial is made of pure herbs,
plants and wine, is perfectly harmless
s nil will certainly cure all genuine
stomach trouble. Sold by druggists,
price 10 cents to $1.00 per bottle.
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Buckner & Owaley real estate and in-
atiranCe
Dr E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Money to loan on real estate, Hunter
Woo), Jr Agent. d&w tf
WANTED-To rent e farm of 400
acres for a term of years. Apply to R.
C. Pace, Herndon, Ky. w tf
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in Milk. qt. can, 10c.
Itsiet on having just what you call
for When you go to buy Myosin Sareap-
Mille, the One Tree t3lood Purifier and
tietre tonic
Phi btliitetlitiefil. iiin
5Tit atilt ettee itdftilti
Plf
M
it Feliefien, cietiteiee
tile' 141151t 4i.14 cuteer. nitrite
flone et) to $le uti. Suite trete
Ole to $00-00. eleventh street, svrpo-
site New Nra.
Awarded
MIsllamt Honors-World's Fair
•DR.:
N6
mon PERFECT MADE.
A delicate young woman with three
small children boarded the 8 o'clock
train this morning. She had a ticket
to ( Iracey, Ky., Which woe 'Wren her by
eh fleotge i nor, Of this elitillte, at
Whose hook! this listi htlett bili}910 Attlee
fill. lthilbtithi; 1tH brilf}, rk‘ripri kr+
4)444110i ilSit.
tit Mil RiMit* HI. li:
ømobtitoi is ii 0%107414 OW 1;f
i*, 40 Ott 1011ffivi4 itg to, 04, p.
r400 to eftflimoi titicl 100 for Om
When she arrived lie pie; lltlf. Int oiticl
he hail no place to take hew mid no
work. Be then left, and having no oue
to support her, she concluded to return
to her former home in Gracey.
officer Dick Sutherland applied to
County Judge Thomas yeeterday for
transportation to Gracey, but he declin-
ed to furnish it as the law doesn't Au-
thorize such -Paducah San.
A Talsabl Prescription.
Third Year Committee, Revs. G. W.
Lyon, L. W, Bottomley and J. Chand
her, decides whether candidates shall be
admitted to. deaconship. This report
has not yet been read.
Fourth year Committee, Revs. C. R.
Crowe, S. Chandler and E. E. Pate, who
deride upon advancing persons to Eld
ership, will rt-port this ufteruoon.
Shortly after twelve o'clock the Con-
ference adjourueduntil to-niorrow morn-
ing.. It is believed that it.e111 be font d
ii_-cessary to huld two 30384111B each day
in order to attend to tho great amount
of busiuess ou hand.
Last night t ie church was crowded.
The attraction was a sermon by Rev. L.
B. Davison, one of the °blest proaaiers
in the Louisville Coriferouoe aud one of
its most lovable members. He is pastor
of the Asbury Chapel, Louisville. Wed.
night the jnbilee semen was deliver-
ed by Rev. Scoboe.
Building Lots For Sale.
Two nice lots on South Main etre et.
Applyat this office. jen8.
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, ni ax
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given atl
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap
ply to HtATER WOoo.
 (11(
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the follow ing
papers in connection with the WEEKLY
New ERA for one year at folio% ing
prices, via
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY New ERA, $1.24.
St. Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY New ERA, (all three) $2.00.
NOMINATED BY BOLTOCRATS.
John W. Lockett Will Make the Ro.ce for
Congress.
Another candidate has shied his cas-
tor into the Congressional arena, and
will try to keep l)r. John D. Clardy
from defeating Planks.
inelnar at Henderson the Botta-
erste of the Ftettliti teititteeNallenel die-
Heel filet Hi etitteefikitill hid thIHIIu'd
HIP ttHH. 64111 Vi. titit.kriti; tit Ettilitit.i.
frO_ bilitifam. A
iiut tH+ it HP01,111:
AO* H 11W Hitilf1M11 lif His ltiffNfIllil
PHHIIHI 44 414 04411114 flit4 ilifteHitqv
01 410 * OW114 Pi41-;
etiltete of tbe
district was represented vamp; Mao
cock aud Mciietio, Among the pruan
neat Doi tocrattc Democrats prose. lit
were: Hon. Robert Craig, county
chairman of Daviess county, and Dr. E.
H. Luckett, of Davies. county; Hon.
Cromwell Adair; T. B. Young, Dr.Rhea
and Capt. W. S. Phillips, of Union ;Col.
Alex. Campbell, ehairman of Christian ;
T. J. Jackson, chairman of Webster; E
B. Arnold, chairman of Hopkins, and
S. H. Lambert, chairman of Henderson.
Each chairman reported that after
consultation with the Boltocrats
of their respective counties the univer-
sal preference and desire was for Mr.
Lockett. He was nominated by aeela-
mation and a eorninittee appointed to
wait on him and ascertain if he would
accept. Mr. Lockett, who WM in the
city, appeared and signified his pleasure
at the aetiee of a meeting, i ad an-
nounced neceptalice and intention to
a igorous st.aa
COMMENCING LABORS.
First Session of Conference
Held Wednesday.
THE BISHOP ARRIVES.
The Morning Was Consumed Listening to Re-
ports Froii Commetees.
The initial session of the Louisville
Conference of the M. E. Church, South,
was held Wed. mornieg. The Methodist
church, which was the scene of the
meeting, was literally packed with peo-
ple.
All sorts and conditions of preachers
were there. Fledglings who have not
yet had an opportunity to try minister-
ial seings sat side by side with gray-
-
haired, bewrinkled divines who have
spent three score years and ten in their
Master's service; singing from the same
hymn book were a long-necked, slim-
bodied circuit rider and the pastor of
the church at Franklin who tips the
beam at three huudred and seventeen
pounds; and a doctor of divinity who
has charge of one of the wealthiest con-
gregations in the State said "amen" to
prayers in unison with the sh pherd of
a flock in the mountains who bet year
supported himself and family on $40,
out of which he paid $18 for repairs on
his dwelling house and had enough left
to send his sou to school.
Bishop Alpheus W. Wilson, one of the
'most scholarly and able divines in the
South, arrived in the city fromRaltimore
last night, anti is the presiding officer
of the Conference. He ratted the ses-
sion to order at nine o'clock this morn-
ing. After devotional exercises Dr.
Gress Alexander, of Vanderbilt Train-
ing School, called the roll of nietuber-
ship. This showed to be present OM'
hundred and sixty preachers, ten candi-
dates, and thirty-six lay delegates.
The roll of the first Conference, held
here fifty years ago, was railed. Two
preachers answered to their names-
Rev. Davison and Rev. Scobee.
Dr. Alexander was re-elected secretary
of the Conference, a position he has
filled in a th iroughly creditable way.
lie appointed the following assistants:
Revs. W. K. Pine:, J. S. Chandler and
W. R. Vreeland.
The reports a several committees
made. Since Saturday the committees
composing the Examining Board have
been hare it work and had muce infor•
illation of an intereeting character to
report to the Conference. Rev. W. K.
Finer, John W. Lewis aud R. T. Hayes,
who consider the qualifications of these
persons who apply for admission to the
Conference on triaereported that canee
dates for the present year comprise a
fine body of young men, ten in number.
Revs. George F. Campbell, J. D.
Fresher, S. K. Breeding, who examine
into the progress of first-year preachers,
made a gratifying stateinent, that seven
young men had stood examinetious ex-
cellently.
The Stcoud-Year Committee, is hid]
decides whether or not candidates shall
be admitted into full connection with
Conference, reported the class examined
WAX; the best in many years. Revs. W.
C. Brandon, George M. Everett and T.
quiret by law to
therefor.
The followiug program was carried
Out:
Devotional exerciser', Mips Emma
Court 'ley.
Opening address, Charles Croft.
"How to obtain regular attendance it
school, including a discussion of the
Compulsory Law"-W. W. Armor,
Misses Kate Clark and Mina Griffin.
Chess drill in primary reading-Pupils
of Fruit Hill district and Dogwood
Chapel district.
"How to make the school a success"-
John Sollee, A. J. Estes and John Keith.
"How to teach pereentagee-L. R.
Ray, J. L. Manire and Mies Carrie
Brasher.
"How to make Association Work a
Success"-J. G. Wright, H. H. West
and Min Hattie Clark.
Question drawer and general discus-
sion.
Monuments.
By calling ouRobt. H. Brown torn moue
ument, either granite, marble or statu-
ary, eon will find elegant and artistic
designs, lowest prices and eatisfact on
in evt ey particular. He solicits your
order el&wnect21.
SECOND DAY SESSION.
Methodist Church Audience
Room a Busy Scene.
TEACHERS MET AND TALKED.
I
The Fruit Hill Association Held a Ses-
sion Saturday.
The Comity Teachers' Association of
the Fruit Hill Magisterial District mel of the Soil.
at 10 o'clock a. ne Saturday at Fruit I
Hill. The attendance was large. The I
school districts included are Nos. 3, 4, 5, I
8, 14, el, 27, 31, 33, 33, 39, 41, 43, 44, 4a, LIVE STOCK
51, Ut, 56, 60, 66, 68, 73, SO and 88.
Every teacher who failed to attend is re-
teed) an extra day
FACTS FOR FARMERS. Commissioner's Sale
Notes Interesting to Tillers
TWO GOOD SERMONS.
The Jubilee Exercises Will Be Held To Night
at the Tabernacic.
room of the Methodist
Church this morning was a busy 'scene.
The second session of Conference begun
at 8:30 o'clock. The preachers were in
their places ready to at In work prompt-
ly.
The Bishop was tardy, and Dr. H. C.
Morn' in called the meeting to order.
The memo's of the lett session were
read and apinoved and roll was called.
arrived and took the
chair. Names of under graduates were
called and their character parsed upon,
after which they were advanced to their
respective classes. Bight young nien
were semitted on trial into traveling
conucc non with the church. Dr. Ad-
kins, editor of a Nashville religious
paper, was introduced to the Conference
and delivered a fine address on Sunday
school work. Prof. Kirkland, of Van-
de.rbet University, made a short but
strong talk in the interest of that insti-
tntiou. ler. Savage addressed the Con-
ference, in the interest of the Anal iean
Bible Society. His remarks were atten-
tively listened to.
Conference adjourned after be
'ion speken by Rev. R. Y. Thomas.
The third session was held yesterday
afternoon, beginning at 3 o'cloce.
Woduestlay night Rev. J. &oboe, the
only Ii-.- lug member of the first Louisville
Conference, which was orgauiztel in
this city fifty years ago, preached at the
Ileac list Church. Long before the
hour appointed the room was crowded
with 1.. °tie. The sermon made a deep
impressiou on all who heard it. The
saejet t was, "The Gospel and It's Glo-
The audience
M. Joiner compose this committee. ries'" The text was a part of the 4th
In the class are twelve persons. 
verse, .th chapter 2nd Cor.
Yei t e.day morning Dr. J.P. ?deferrer],
of Loueryille, delivered an able diecource
at the Ninth Street Presbyterian Church
to a large congregation.
Yesterday afternoon Dr. S. K. Brown,
of Nashville, will preach at the Christian
Church.
Last night at the Union Tabernacle
Jubilee services were inaugurated.
The exercises began at half past
a you. a cor.lial invitaCon was ex.
teude to all persons to be present. Two
addresnes were made. Rev. Dr. David
Morton si pee on the subject, "His•
toricul Review ," and Rev. Dr. C. O.
Jones on "Au Appeal fur Church Ex-
tension."
The fubilce exercises as mapped out
by U. C. Settle, Gross Alexander, R. W.
Browder, I. W. Emerson, J. W. Lewis,
H. U. Petrie, W. E. Parish. J. C.
Shone r and J. Me(jurroll, Committee
on leogram, appointed lest year at Mad-
ifionville by the Bishops, are as follows:
FRIDAY.
8 :30 a. m.-Prayer meeting, conducted
by the Rev. J. D. Sigler.
9 a. m.-"Biographical Review of the
First Twenty-five Years," the Rev. I.
W. Emerson.
9:411 a. m.-" tie graphical Review of
tee eixeind Twenty-live Years," the
Rev. James A. Lewis.
10:20 a. m.- "Edweiticinal Review,"
the Rev. Grows Alexander, D. D.
11 1. ne-eHopkinsville and Hopkins-
vine Circuit," Judge Joe McC'arrolL
11:30 a. m.-"The Louisville Confer.
ence in the Twentieth Century," the
Rev. R. W. Browder.
2 :at) p. ma.-' The Sundt y-school
Work," the Revs. G. E. Foskett and W.
K. Piuer.
3:10 p. m.-"The Epworth IA-ague-el
the Rev. M. F. Thomas.
8 :30 p. m.-Six ten-minute speeches
by the following members of the Con-
fereuce : The Revs. T. C. Peters, T. C.
Fmgge, J. M. Lawson, ft. r. Hayes, R.
Y. Thomas and L. B. Ieavisciti.
7:30 p. m.-"Auuiversary of the
Prearhers' Aid Society," the Revs. J.
W. Lewis, D. D., and U. W. Briggs, D.
D.
SATURDAY.
7:30 p. m.-"Anniversary of the Mis-
sionary Society," the Revs. H. C. Mor-
rison, D. D., and J. H. Young, Ph. D.
The Rev. H. C. Settle, D. D., was
elisesectod to preside at the jubilee °ler-
SUNDAY.
7:81) p. tn.-Conference love feast.
p•esided over by the key. O. H. Hayes,
'TIL, Stet' ft V. Plnitle *111 he tlisir.
is it, Mid 1111,164. R. IV.
tron
Nerves lust as surely come from the Wot
Hood's earsapardia as dues the cure of
scrofula, salt rheum, or other so-called
blood diseases. This is 'simply because
the blood affecta the condition of all the
Nerves
bones, muscles and tissues. It it is Im-
pure it cannot properly sustain these
parts. If made pure, rich, red snd vital-
ized by Hood'. Sarsaparilla, it carries
health instead of disease, arid repairs the
worn, nervous system as nothing else can
do. Thus nervous prostration, hysteria,
neuralgia, heart palpitation, are Cured by
ood's
Sarsaparilla
MARKET.
Tuesday. the 6th Day of Octo-
ber, 1896,
The Tobacco Market Here an) Elsewhere
Correctly Reported
LIVE STOCK MARKEr.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 23, 1886.-Cat-
tle.-The receipts of cattle to-day were
of fair size and generally satisfactory
quality. There was a good demand for
stockers and niee butcher stuff at un-
changed prices. Other grades were lees
active', but iu fair request and all 'told.
Values were not materially changed
from yesterday's figure's. Local dealers
took the greater part of the offerings.
Calves.-The offerings of calves to-
dap were light and of mixed grades.
Prime stock sold readily at 25c decline,
aud inferior grades ruled slew at un-
changed prices. The yards were clear-
ed.
extra shipping  14 00(ki 10
1.1ght snipping  3 Suns 8 75
Best butchers  **Ka 8 no
Fair to good butchers  Vent 3 lbCommon to medium butchers  I hunt, tt.is
Thin, rough steers, poor cues
anal scalawags  ! ona I 50(good to extra oxen  , 2 (114* 310
CO mmm on to medintli oxen ass 26
Feeders  „ r 3 ec
Mtoekers y (05 3 IS
Bulls I 75(5 250
Veal calves 
 
 3 onto 600
Choice milch cows  24,00(5300U
Fair to good Witch cows 12 09430 (.10
Hogs.-The hog market was active
to-day under a light run and spirited
demand. Values showed some fluctua-
tion, but at the close were not material-
ly changed from yesterday's price's. The
demand favored mediums, some of that
weight selling at $3 3212. Owner illy
trading was at quotations. The supply
was cleared early.
cheice pocking and butchers, =1
Soda OYSIS
Fair to good packing. INS to SE tb (43 31
(mood to extra light, 1110 to Irfillt 471 is
Fat shoats. 110 to lAu lb . tsin 18
Fat shoats, 100 to 110 tb . Is
Houghs. 160 to OW 1b . 2 sow! 73
Stockers 2..ite2 76
Sheep and Lambs.-Values for prime
sheep and extra lambs advanced to-day
to tee 65 and $3 75 respectively,. and
we-re break at the improved figures. Oth-
er grades were unchanged and ruled
barely steady, except stock ewes, on
which the market ruled very dull on ac-
count of the close of the season. The
ieceipts were liberal and of fair quality.
Clearance was mule.
Good to extra shipping sheep   E2 mew iv,
Fair to good ..... . 101142 SG
Comrnou to Medium I Oissi fie
Sucks  
 I as tw
Extra latutes
Fair tii goad ...... :15iiiera
Medium butcher lambs .... /442 iii
Thll ends or calls I :..1.42 tx.)
.11.011•••••••••••••
THE LOCLsVILLJI MARKET.
Louisville Tobacco Market, famished
exclusively by Glover it Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,701 heeds-, with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,769 Weds.
Sales on our market since Jan. lit
amount to 129,780 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 125,038 Weis.
Good dark tobacco, such as is suitable
for France and Italy, has been in more
active demand this week at higher pri-
ces than at an time daring the season.
Long leaf has shown more strength and
the common grades have also been taken
at little better prices. No wrappers
have been offered-they are very scarce
and correspondingly higb. Good lags in
geol coalition are selling well, while
the common ones are dull and draggy.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 1896 crop:
T rash . . $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf 
  2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good lest  $ 50 to 500
Leaf of extra length  500 to 7 00
Wrappe.ry styles  7 00 to 8 00
PERCE.PTIRLE IMPROVEMENT,
There ie a perceptible improvement in
the better grades of dark tobacco and
some good prices were obtained. Com-
mon grades of dark, however, are neg-
lected. Some speculative bidding is
noticed, and this adds some stimulus to
prices.-Eanuers Home Journal.
mit IR FARMINti,
F.x-Legislator William Wharton, of
Trigg county,is hot making any noise in
politics just now, but has turned he at
tention to fanning with good results.
The Cadiz Telephone says: "Hon. Wm.
Wharton was in town one day last week
exhibiting a sample of his proepective
crop of flue yarn sweet potatoes, leaving
one in our sanctum weighing 4e2 lbs.
For many years-that is, for seveoel
years, as he is still yonthfue-he has
raised premium watermelors, ens this
licaX1011 proved a blank im the melon line,
and it is fond tiesire of his to win the
ribbon on tine potatoes. To encourage a
laudable, competitive rivalry, he chal-
lenges the field with his four-and-a-half-
pounder."
411
Nitre to Wise
The people recogutae and at preciate
real merit. That is why Hood's Sar-
saparilla has the largest sales in the
world. Merit in medicine means the
poser to cure. Hood's Sarsaparilla
cares-absolutely, permanently cures.
It is the One True Blood Purifier. Its
superior merit is an established fact.
and merit wins.
Hood's Pills are easy to take, easy to
operate. Cure indigestion, headache.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
••••••••m••••,.•••••••
Hardwick's fox drugs and Jewelry.
Cut prioes on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half price
at Hardwick's.
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hardwick.
Hardwick has five solid gold ladies'
watche's at lees than half price.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and-done promptly at R C. Hard-
Hardwick has the finest and best
vrorknian Iii the Smith hi charge of his
and repairing tietnitt-
hirlii.
Pop Islet
pt4 tVIIIVettlia
Os 
pWc!1111.01. r 341
In ti 'r, tit Mint; Wit 111
lets rill l
tettellaildhouses, two large
tern. two wells, two springs and twee .
Prioe $39 50 per mete $4.0(e) eash, bal-
ance in 1 and 2 years with 6 per cent.,
or I will aril half without the dwelling
for $20 per acre, tamoo cash, balance in
1 and 2 years.
Cobb, Ky. H. H. BAKER
DO YOU
USE
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
FLOUR?
It is elegnie and gives diens
satiefaetion whenever used.
Because It is the One True Blood Purifier. You ought to give it a trial
are 
:c
 hest miter-dinner 
V' and W. C, Bizn, PeeHood's PI114agesuou. b e
MARIE LOUlse 0•NE11.1., ace. t‘ Equity.
Cieeurr CouRT, KENTUCKY.
eilth street in Hopkinsville, Ky.. to the
eiggeet bidder. at PUBLIC AUCTION,
sale of the Chrietian %remit Court, ren-
dered at the June tenu thereof, 1890, in
the above cause. I shall proceed to offer
for Pale on the premises on West Soy-
By virtue Of a judgment and order of
EXPARTEE.
oil
At 10 o'clock, a. m., or thereabout, upon
the following terms, 1 cash, the follow-
ing described property, to-wit:
The lot on north side Weld Seventh
street, in Hopkinsville, Ky., conveyed
to Lula Willson, (now Mrs. O'Neill), by
W. M. Shipp in deed book 45, page 25,
containing IF, acres and lying imme-
diately West of Jesup's first addition to
Hopkiinsville.
This property will be laid off into
about 48 lots, divided by streets and al-
leys, a plat of which will be found in
my office.
Terms:
I cash; balance in one and two years
with interest at rattof 8 per cynt. per
annum from date ufitil paid.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
moat execute bond with approved surety
or sureties. 1.4-nring legal interest from
the day of sale moil paid, and having
the force and effect of a Replevin Bond.
Bidders will be prepared to comply
promptly with these tenns.
W. T. Fowler,
Master Commissioner.
hristian
_A. I IRA
Hopkinsville Kentacitt::
It will Eclipse all Previous Exhibitions.
It will commence
Thursday, OCT. 8111,and Continue Tin-Days!
A program of unusual merit will be arranged, and LIBERLL PREY-,
IT118 GIVEN. The Ring Exhibits, Running and Trotting Rased, Agri-
cultural and Floral Hall Display. will please everybody.
Admission only 25 cents.
Write For Catalogue'.
M. V. DtTLIN, J. B. GALBREATH,
President. Secretary.
rtrIMMMIIMMIMMMMMttiffMMTMIIMTIMMM4
WHAT'S THIS?
$3 flifidy cents
For men's and yoting men's all wool
suits. The regular prices on these suits
were:
$5.00, $8.00, $7.50, $8.00, 10.00
and a few were 15 (X) suits.
$I Andfifty cents
For men's snd young men's fine
nobby suits and handsome patterns.
The regular prices on these suits were:
$10.00,12.50, $15.00, $17.50.
REPUDIATION?
$5.00
For men's and young men's suits,
strictly all wool and splendid values.
The regular prices on these suits were:
$7.50, $8.50, $10.00, $12.50, $15.00.
$9.00
For the finest suits in the house in
men's and young men's. The cream of
the market. The regular prices on these
suits were:
$15, $16.50, $17.50, $18.00, $20.
E SCHOOL SUITS ALMOST  GIVEN AWRY.
$1.00
For all wool suits that
sold at $250, $200
and $1 511.
-$1.50
For all wool suits that
sold at $4.50, $4 00
and $3 50
2.00
For all wool suits that
sold at $5.00, $4 50
and $4.00.
$2.50
For all wool snits that
sold at $7.50, $6.60
and $5.00.
Your Opportunity ,- •••
II. A. WITHERSPOONf
Assignee of (ox & Boulware,
MPAIGN HAT 
The Gold and
Silver Campaign
Hats Are Now on
Sale at
Mammoth Clothhig & Shoo Co.
?????MittiMMMMMIMMitrirtMtrittrfrIMM
Oh!
My, MY, My!
WHY DIDN'T I
HaveMy House Built
—BY—
DEG & RICHARDS?
_ -0, • 
-vokak.:...A•airightikirAliabsiiirad0aawildgiik0ua........,...
Oh!
I Am So Happy!
1010
Have My House Built
-
DAGG & RICHARDS,
Fd•-a
• t
tet
• .r.oehe'oka
..e.•-•e •
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LIFE'S BRIGHT SIPE.
REv. DR. TALMAGE'S WORDS OF HOPE
AND CHEER.
-- 
He Takes e t Rapturous Outlook" For the
SuMeet of a Sermon That Shows Chris-
tian Conrages-The Sunlight of Progreso
I. Fast O'erspreading the Worhl.
W AsHINGToN, Sept. 20. -If the clarion
note of this sermon, delivered at the na-
tioual capital, could sound thfough
Chi:mem:loin, it woud give everything
good a new start. Dr. Talmagtee text
was Rommis xiii, 12, "The day is at
bane."
Back from the mountains. and the
seaside, and the rpfings, and the farm-
house, your ebeeks bronzed and your
pints lighted, I bail you home again
with the words of tlehazi to the She-
rum
le e "Is it wela with thee? Is it
ell with thy husband? Ls it well with
he child?" eae some faces I eee the
mark 01 recent grief, but all along tbe
meek of tears I see the ssory of resurrec-
tion and reunion, whea all man are
done. the dceplplowing of the keel, fol-
lowed by she flash of the phosphoree-
mime. Now that I have asked you in
regard to yoar welfare you natimally
aek how I am. Very well, thank you.
Whether it was the bracing air of tbe
mountains, or a bath in the eurf of
Long Island beech, or whether it is the
j?h, of standing in this greet group of
warm hearted friends, or whether it is
a new appreciation of the goodness of
tied, I (menet tell. / simply know I am
happy. It wee mid that John Moffatt,
the great Methodist preacher, occasion-
ally got fast in his sermon, and to ex-
tricate himself would cry "Halleluiah!"
I am in no such predicament today, but
I ant full of the same rhapsodic ejacula-
tion.
Starting out this morning on a new
michemeaucal year, I want to give you
the keynote of my next 12 months' min-
ietry. I emelt to set it to the tunes of
"Anticch.'' "Ariel" "Coronation." I
smut to pat a DOW trumpet atop into
my emotion& We do wrong if we allow
our person&I sorrows to interfere with
the glorious fact that dm kingdom is
coming. We am wicked if we allow ap-
prehetamon of ulitional disaster to put
down our faith in God and in the wo-
men of oar Amencan people. The God
whe bath been en the side of this na-
tion since the 4th ,if Jaly. 1776. will
gee to it that this nation shall not own-
%tit suicide on NOT% 3. 1896. By the
tire the unparsheled harvests of dila
summer get down to the seaboard we
shall be standing in a enauburet of mi-
nimal prosperity that will paralyse the
p 1181/1348ta who by their evil prophecies
are - blaspheming the God who bath
bleated this nation as he bath blessed no
other.
Note* of Gleam-as
fu all our Christer, ee;rk you and I
want more elf the element of gladnesa
Net man had% right te say that Christ
uever laughed. Do you suppose that he
was glum at the wedding in leans of
Litlilee?' Do yoe auppose that Christ
[was unresponsaye witen the clitildreu
chunbered orer his knee and shoulder
at his iwti invitation Do you suppese
that the evangelist uteant floating wben
be said of Chris' "He rejoiced in spir-
it?" Do yoa believe that tbe divine
Christ who mum all the waters over
the reeks at Vernal falls, Yesemite,
dues not believe in the sparkle and gal-
Scp and oustuit0001 joy and rushing
reptures of human life? I believe not
-rely that the morning laughs, aed that
lot mountains laugh, and that the seas
*ogle sad that the :swedes laugh, but
bat Christ laughed Moreover, take a
Imigh and a tear into an alembic and &s-
em teem sett test them asid analyze
theta, and you will often fine as much
of tre man gold.ot religion iu a laugh
as in a tear. Deep spiritual joy always
ehows iteelf in Mahe illumination.
John Wesley maul bMwas =re of a good
religious impression being produced be-
celeste of what he calls tbo great glad-
pen he saw among the people. Godless
merriment is blasphemy anywhere, but
axpreastoceof Chnsuan joy is appropri-
see everywbene
Moreover, tee outlook of the world
ought to Mir us to gledness. Astrono-
mers disturbed many people by. telling
them thas there was danger of stellar
teollision. We were told by theme aatron-
omers that there artaivorlas ceining mem
pear together, lad that we thall have
plagues aud wars :ad tumults and per-
nape the world's destructeon_ Do not be
scared. If you have ever stood at a rail-
road center eakore 10 or 20 or 30 rail
traces cross e..4ch other and men that
by the nurrement of the 'much one cr
two inches the train ahoots this way
and that w about colliding, then you
stem understaad how 50 worlds may
cum* w ohm au into of disaster and
that inch be as good as 1,000,000 miles,
If a human switch tender can shoot the
treats the' way and that without harm,
&menet tbo hand that for thomands of
years has upbeld the universe keep our
bole world oat of harm's way' Chris-
tian geologist+ tell us that this world
ems milliesesofyears in building. Well,
paw. I do not think God would take
=Ohms of years to build a bones which
was te lass orgy 6,000 years. There la
pothieg in the world or outaide the
estwid, serrestreal or astronomical, to ex-
cite Ammar wian that some stout
goirpel breeze might scatter sll the ma-
laria of human foreboding. The sun rose
this morning at about 0 o'clock, and I
&hitt+ that is just about the hoar in the
world's hmtory. -ahe day le at hand."
The first ray of the dawn I see in the
gradual =Mutation of diplomatic skill
tor bum= butchery. Within the Ion 25
years there have been international dif-
ferences which would have brought a
shock of arms in any other day, but
which were peacefully edit:tined. the pen
taking tbe etlace of the-sword. The
Vesesnelan contpoversy in any other age
of the world would have brought shock
of arms. but‘Inow is being so quietly ad-
juated that no one knows just how it is
being settled.
The Alabama question in any other
age of the wurld would have caused war
between the rnited States and Eng-
war off the Narrows or off the
land. How wim it settled? en-of-
?
By the gulf stream of the .cean crossed
boo loaf stream of human blood? By
the pathway ef nations incarnadined?
No. A few wine menage into a quiet
room at (Maces. talk the matter over
and telegraph Alp Waehington and .to
Lention. " All "Au " Peace, peace!
nugiaed pays to the United States the
east t sw,erdeel-pays really more
t SD slid ought to hava paid. But mill,
• ; that Aeabaina broil is settled-eettled
terever. Arbitration instead et/ bettle.
So nig quarrel about the Canadian
este-reel' iit any ether age would haw
reempen war oetween use united mates
and England. England mid, "Pay me
t •r the 111T4•1011 ofrhay Canadian Amber-
1 United States said, "I will
tee pay anything." Well, the two na-
l:min say, "1 guests we had better leave
the whole matter to a commissiore"
The comrhasnon le appointed, and the
rotten 11E100 examines the affair, and the
commission reports, end pay we ought,
pey we attest, pay we dm Not a peand
of mettle bernad"," no ace hurt Ito mach
as c iliscratch of a pin. Arbitration
Unread e7f battle.
So the demean controventy in any
ethe rage would have brought Germauy
and the United States into bloody col-
hiten. Baton i9 settled_ Arbitratice
Me, ait
Immo will never again, I, think.
tern-ugh the peccadillo of an embaiste
dor. bring on a battle with other na-
tion& She sees that God, al punieh-
nit nt at Sedan, blotted ont the French
empire, arm the o• nly aspirant for that
throao wboaload any right of expecta-
tion Mes int war that has not even the
Men .ty of being respectable. What is
the Mit that England would like to
tear ent of heflustory? di The Zulu w&r.
Down with the sward and up with the
treaty!
We in this «sentry might better have
settled our sectional difficulties by ar-
biteitiou than ey the trial of the sword.
Philmehrepy said to the north, -pay
down a remain amount et money for
the purchase of the slaves, and %let all
tbase boru after a certain, tame be born
free." Philanthropy at the MUSA time
said to the south' "You sell the slaves
aud get rid of this great national oon-
temente troubie." The north replied,
al won't pay a cent." Tbe south re-
plied, "I won'aiksell." War, war! A
minim dead mew; and a national debt
which miaht have greeted this nation to
powder! Wityclid we, not let William
IL Seward of New lark and Alexander
IL Stephens of Georgia go out and 'stead
slaw days ander the trees on the baiks
of the Potomac and talk the matter over
and settle it, se settle it they could,
titan the asertlany in eost ofarhar
/11111. .11••••
sz,-750,-ttw000, ana -nw-astith-pay
750.000,000, the destroying angel leav-
ing the first born dead in so many houses
all the way from the Penobeco$ to the
Alabama. Yo aged men whoemsons fell
in the strife, do you not think that
would have been better? Oh, yes, we
bare come to believe, I think, in this
country that arbitration is better than
battle.
A Word For Poor Do.
I may be mistaken, but I hope that
the last war between Christian nations
is ended. Barbarians may mix their
war paint and Chineee and Jam-ewes go
into wholesale tuaseacres end Afghan
and Zulu hurl poisoned arrows, but I
thiak Cbristian natione have gradually
learned that war is dismter •ictor as
well as vanquished and that almost
anything bought by blood is bought at
too dear a price.ad wish to God this na-
tion might be a Model of willingness for
arbitration. No need of killiug another
Indian. No need of sacrificing any more
Itrave General Custer& Stop exasperat-
ing the red man. and there will be no
more arrows shot out from the ambush-
amnia. A general of tbe United States
army in high repute theinghout this
land, and who perhaps had beeu in more
Indian wars than any other °nicer, and
who had been wounded again aud
with in behalf of our goverutnent in
batate against the Indians, told me that
all the wars that had ever occurred be-
tween Indians anti white men bad been
provoked by white mon, aud that there
was no exception to the rule. While we
are arbitrating with Chistian nations
let us toward barbarians carry our/wares
in a manner unprownative of contest
Let me put myself in their place. I
inherit a large estate, and the waters
are rich with fish, and the woods are
soogful with birds, and my cornfields
are sielem and golden. Here is my sis-
ter's grave- Out yonder, under the large
tree. my father died. An invader comes
and proposes to drive me off and take
permeation of my property. Re crowds
tne back. he crowds Me ou sad crowds
me into a closer oorner, until after
awhile I say : "Stand back! Don't crow I
me any more, or I'll strike! What right
have you to come here and drive me off
my premises? I got this farm from my
father, Plod he got it from his father.
What right have you to come here and
molest me?" You blandly say : "Oh, I
knew more than you do. I belong to a
higher erivelization. I cut uiy hair sheet-
er than you do. I could put this ground
to a great deal better use than you do."
And you keep crowding we back and
crowding me on into a Mawr center and
a closer COTIler, mita one day I look
around upou my suffering family: and.
fired by tbeir hardshipa. I hew you in
twain. Forthwith all the world comm.
to your funeral to pronoauce eulogium,
comes to my execution to anathematize
me. You &re the hero. I am the cul-
prit Behold the United States govern-
ment and the North American Indian!
he red man bag stood more wrongs
than I would, or you. We would have
smock sumer, deeper. That which is
right in defense of a Washington home
is right in defense of a home QII top of
the Stem Nevada. Before this dwin-
Ming red raoe dies completely out I
els!' that this generatiou might by
common justice atone for the inhuman-
ity of its predecetwore the day of
teod's judgtuent I woule rather be a
blend smeared Rodeo than a swindliug
Cutts.' States °Meer on au Iedian ren
+ovation! Oue was a barberian mid a
weags and never pretended to be any-
'long but a barbarian and a savage. alhe
oher pretended to be a reprementitivM
Christian nation. Notwithstanding all
this the general disgust with war and
the substitution of diplomatic skill for
:be glittexing edge of keen steel a sign
anznistakable that "the dcy is at hand. "
Dirdasea Conquered.
I find A:either ray of dawn in the
.ctimpressiou of the world's distances.
What a slow, imaillike, almost impossi-
ne thing would he= be= tha world't
octitleation with 1.409,000.000 of pop-
elation and no fecile means of com-
munication. But now, through teleg-
raphy for the eye and telephonic in-
timacy for the ear and through steam-
boatitag and railroading, the 26,000
miles of the world's circumference are
thriveling up into insignificant brevity.
Hongkong is -nearer to New York than
a few years; ago New Haven Via& Boni-
nay, Moecow, Madras, Melbourne, with-
in 'peaking dietanoe. Purchase a tele-
graphic chart and by the blue I:nes see
the telegraphs of the land and by tbe
red lines the cablto under the ocean_
You see what opportunity this is going
to give for tho final movement" of
Christianity. A fortrms may be montlo
or years in buildium but after it is con-
structed it mar do all its work ip m
annutes. DarlfailliDity OVA men planting
Its batteries for 19 centuries!! and may
go on in the work through other centu-
ries, but when those batteries are tbor-
eighty planted those fortresses are fully
milt. They may all do their work in 24
hours. The world tometimes derides tie
a.harch for slowness of movement.
/ciente any quicker"! Did it not tido
mience 5,652 years to tind out so simple
a thing as the circulation of the human
blocd? With the earth and the sky fait
of electricity, science took 5,800 yeart
before it even guessed that there wat
any practical use that might be made ed
this subtle and mighty element. Whet
good men take possession of all thew
icientatic forces and all these agenciet
• invention. I cla not know that the re-
iemptiou of the world will be more
than the work of half a day. Do we not
read the quota's speech at the prorogu-
ing of parliament the day. before in
Londou? If that be so, is it twything
marvelous ut believe that in 2-I hours
divine communication can reach the
whole earth? Suppose Christ should de,
:send on the nations-many expect that
ahrust will come among. the nation*
peasonally. Suppose that tomorrow
morning the Soo of God from a hover
Eng Mond should descend upon them
titles. Would not that fact be known all
he world over in 24 hours? Suppose hP
deould present ins gospel in • few
cordp, saying: "I am the Son of God.
I came to pardou all yoer sins...and to
beat all your scrrow. To prove that I am
sopernatural being, I have just .de-
icended from the clouds. Doyen believe
me, and do you believe me now?" Why.
• the telegraph stations of the earth
could he crowded as none of them were
mer ciowded just after a shipwreck.
I tell you all these things to show yen
a is not among the impossibilities or
men the improbabilities that Christ
sill conquer the whole earth, and dealt
etstainter, when the time cornea. There
• foretokenings in the air. Something
iron* is going to happen. I do Dot think
,bat Jupiter is•going to ran us down, or
hat the axle of the world is going to
utak, but I mean something great for
be world's bleming tied not for the
meld's damage is going to happen. I
'mink the world has had it hard enough.
'Dough tile femme' and plagues.
enotteh the Asiatic cholera& Enough
he wars. Enough the shipwrecks.
'hough the conflagrations. I think our
,orld could steed right well a prooes-
ion of prosperities ftud triumphs. Bet-
ar be on tbe lookout. Dotter have your
beervatories open toward the heavens
ind the lenses of your most powerful
elescopes well pol Wiled t ter have all
mar Leyden jars ready for some new
valeation of might influence. Better
lave new fonts of type in your printing
iffIces to set up some astounding good
mews. Better have some new banner
has has never been carried ready for
gulden propagation& Better have the
'ells in year church towers well hung
ind rope within reach, that you may
ring out the marriage of the King's
ion. Cleause ail your courthousse, foc
the Judge of all the earth may appear.
Let all your legislative halls be gilded
• , r
iiiivard a deacT If there is a
child iu your house sick and you are
sure he is going to get well, you sym-
pathize+ with present pains, but all the
foreboding is gone. If you are in a cy-
clone off the Florida most autl the cep-
min assures you the vt-sscl mama,
and the winds are changing for a better
quarter, and he is sure he will bring
you safe into the harbor, you patiently
submit to present distrese with the
thought of safe arrival. Now I want to
know whether we are coming ou toward
dimmay, darkness aud defeat or on to-
ward light and blessedeese. You stud I
believe the latter, and if to every year
we spend id one year subtracted.ftom
the world's woe, and every event that
pastes, whether bright or dark, brings
ns one event nearer a happy consum-
mation, and by all that is inexorable in
chronology and mathematics I commend
you to good cheer and courage. lf there
is anything in arithmetic, if you 'sub-
tract two from five and leave three, then
by ehery rolling sun we' are ceming on
toward a magnificent tenniteas. Then
every winter passed is one severity lead
for our poor world. Then every summer
gone by brings us nearer unfiviing
arboresoence. Put. your algebra down on
the top of your Bible aud rejoice-
If it is Dearer morning at 3 o'clock
than it is at 2, if it is nearer morning
at 4 o'clork than it is at 3, then we are
nearer the dawu of the worldhs deliver-
ance. God's clock seems to go very
slowly, but tbe pendulum swings, and
the hands move, and it will yet strike
noon. The sun and the moon stood still
once. They will never stand still again
until they stop forever. If you believe
arithmetic as well as your Bible, you
must believe we are nearer tho dawn.
"The day is at hand."
Physical and Spiritual.
There is a clam of phemomena which
makes me think that the spiritual and
heavenly world may after awhile
make a dertionstratiou in this wurld
which will bring all moral and spiritual
things to a climax. Now, I am uo
rpiritualist, but every intelligent man
bas noticed that there are strange and
mysterious things which indicate to
him that pertmee the spiritual world it
not so far oS as sometimes we conic°.
ture, and that after awhile from the
spiritual and heavenly world there may
be a demonstration 'upon our world for
its betterment. We call it magnetism,
or we call it mesmerism, or we call it
etectricitof because we want toome term
to cover up our ignorance. I do not
know what it is. I never heard an audi-
ble voice from the other woild. I am
persuaded of this, however: That the
veil between this world and tbe next ie
westing winner anti tnniner atm tnae
perhaps after awhile, at the call of Ood
-not at the Gall of the Davenport
brothers or Andrew Jackson Devise.
some of the old Scriptural warriors,
some of the spirits of ether days mighty
for God-a Joshua, or a Caleb, or a
David, or • Paul-may come down and
help us in the battle against unright•
mama,. Oh, I how I would like to
have them here-him of the Red nem
him of the Valley *of Ajalon, him of
Mars' hilll Builiel) history mays that
Robert Clayton of the Hagfish Csvair7
at the clew of tbe war bought opal' tbe
old cavalry horses lest they should be
turned out ta drudgery and hard work
and bought a piece of ground at Knaves-
mire heath and turned out theme old
warhorses into the thickest and richest
pasture to spend the rest ef their 11+131
as conmeneation for what they bad dome
in other days. One day a thunderstorm
eines up, and these Warhollie. 1111.1100N
the thunder of the skies for the thuader
ef battle, and they wheeled into line,
ao riders ou then; biseire----theY wheeled
.nto line ready for the fray. gied I doubt
me whether, when the last thuuder of
this battle for God and truth goes
000mlng through the heavens, the old
e'criptural warriors can keep their places
eD their thrones. Methinks they will
mring into the fight and exchange crown
for helm tt and palm branch for weapon
and come down out of the King's gal-
leries into the arena, crying: "Make
room! I must fight in this great Arma-
geddon!" The old warhorsesniingling
113 the fight
Beloved people, I preagh this Ammon
because I want you to toil with the
sunlight in your faces. I want you old
men to understand before you die tliet
all the work you did for God while yet
your ear was alert mei you! foot fleet is
going to be counted up Uie final victo,
ries. I want all these younger people to
understand that when they toil for God
they always win tbe day; that all pray.
era are answered cud all Chrietiau work
is in some way effectual, and that the
tide is setting in the right direction, and
that all heaven is on oar side-imintly,
cherubic, arcbangelic, omnipotent,
chariot and throne, doxology and pro-
mssion, principalities awl dominion, be
who bath the moon under his feet amid
all the armies of heaven oa white
horses.
Brother. brother, all I am afraid ct
is Dot that Christ will lose the battle,
bat that you will not get into it quick
enough to do something worthy of our
blood bought immortality. 0 Christ.
bow shall I meet thee, thou of the scar-
red brow, and the scarred back, and the
scarred hand. mid the marred foot. and
the scarred breast, if I have no scars or
wounds gotten in thy service? It shall
uot be so. I step out today in front of
the battle. Come on, ye foes of God,
dare you to the combat. Come on, with
pens dipped in malignancy. Como on.
with tongues forked and viperine. Conic
on with types soaked in the scum of the
eternal pit. I defy you! Came on! I
bare my brow. I uncover my heart
Strike! I cannot see my Lord until
have been hurt for Christ. If we do not
suffer with bins on earth, wo cannot ba
glorified with him in heaven. Take good
heart. On, ou, on! See, the skim hats
brighteoed! See the hour is about to
come! Pick out all the cheeriest of the
anthems. Let the orchestra string their
optic instruments. "The night im far
spent ; the day is at hand."
The German empire has 10,030,000
women over the age of 16.
'A
NoWADAYS, wheswomen are trying
to do everything
it is not strange
that many things
are over-done. It is
trot strange that
there are all kinds "I
physical and men-
tal dieturbances. It
the woman who is a
doctor, or a lawyer,
or journalkt, Or in
business would not
try to be a society
woman too it might
lic• different; bat the
woman who knows
when she has done
a day's work ba.s yet
to be born. Usually
woman's way is te
keep doing until she
drop*.
Working in this
way has manifold
evils. As an old
colored Annty mod
te say : "There's. always sometime the
matter. If it isn't one thing it's two." The
moat common trouble remelting from over-
exertion, either mentally or physically, is
constipation of tbe bowels, with all its at-
tendant horrors.
There is no human ailment that so saps
!be energies, so deadens the ambitions, as
that coming from the bowels forgetting
their vocation, or the liver only work-
ing about eight hoar, out of the twenty-
four.
Dr Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the most
effecteat renecdy in the marktt. They work
upon the system eamily, naturally. There
is no unpleasant nausea after taking them.
No griping- no pain--no dis.cornforj. They
are composed of materials that go through
the system gradually. collecting all impuri-
ties and like the good little pervante that
they ate, disposing of them effectually.
et•
Mall. Roe %en M 0( CidOW.
tor the Great Lawgiver may be about to Reim "11. esT• :
mine. Drive off the thrones of deepotism Heins hen
ill the occupants, for the King of heava 0ert ex",Hce Physically eSitsed eensfiPellce asthe bowels I I r eel liver pills They gave. temin and earth may be about to- ' . The porary relief Two years ago I began using Dr
Jarknets of the night is blooming and eseree•i Pleasant Pellets. have. at interests
:whitening into the lilies of morning romoth:e.egt4;1 11emiehlitZithi am new cuic'Yinl naja
llond and the lilies reddening into the lfours Indy,
ruses et stronger day-fit garlands,
whether white or red, for him on whew
mead are many crowns. "The day is at
eland. e
From Dersert to Garden.
One more ray of the dawn I see in
facts chronological and mathematical.
:mete now, do fuot let ua do another
tooke of work until we have settled one
'natter. What ie going to be the final
testae of thie great contest between sin
sod righteenumme? Which is going to
erove himself the stronger, God or
Di &bolus? Is this world going to Le all
carden or all deaert? Now, let have
hat ni Atter settled. If we believe Isaiah
mud Ezekiel and Hosea and Micah and
delechi and John and Peter and Paul
.nd Lie Lord himaelf, we believe that it
•ti going to be all gardeu. But let us
ore it settled. Let us know whether
Mee art 1Pii_P.;,;_ga_tftw_kird....t silecOMI or
emaseha'.-e;
'
/2010,..."4,‘,/24;*,
Caveats, sad Trade-Sisk'. obese And 111 Pat-
ent huencietconclucted for meee..re Free.
0011  0 IrWl CZ IS OPPOSITg U, G. femme
and we can secure patents. leas tune teas those
remote from Washington.
Send model, draw ,ng or photo, with Ceserip-
don. We advise, if patentati. 04- pct. free of
cause. One fee not due tit patent ismer.- ed.
A P41111PielAy. " I too to Obtc. r atent.., ' with
cost of Munn in the U. S. and foreign in,•istries
sent him. Arkin...,
C.A.SNOW&CO.
Owe. Career Orrte• waseine. f.
viesineviemine. .wea.
EVERY KIND'
OF
HUMOR
FROM
PIMPLES
SCRI)FULA
speedily cured by CUTICTIA Rasecvsner,
greateat of humor eons, assisted externally
by W21,11 baths with Crrtctita EtO•P, and
gentle applications of CCT1171'111A (ointment),
tbe great skin cure, when all ore Dahl.
Sold thendeleret 'he world. Pelee. Cr•ver•e.
SoAr. •I.4 81 Yorrse Uail•
.,/, l'pao • Sole Pr.p. , 1 r.
air " to Cure L•-ry waded
. fa'
1.:1.0114%.11
_ 
,
7
e"
is an ahsolutL! corrective
• .4/1.: I I 4.0 • J
" Week e;ooe." It 7
I • • .. •
tISSUC-Oeglitee'S .feced
I stops .7ca..te andhealthy flesh. -re.“:1!p. it Beene. Meatier
. .
viuuk, ificb gN,
()NCR MOW. in harmony
with the world, 203-:
completely cured Men ar
alumni: happy praises fo-
the areate.t. loan '
c,t, cud mem se
cesseu I cure ter
ual weakness at;
lust vI,Tor knows t
medical relent... At
account of this won
dtarorrry, t.
book form, with re'
!Fences ar-ti ins&
Will he Pent 1.41) Plil
feenct men motive fres. tete minty rigol
issruasucnCy rust- cod. Palliate lcupowslialee.
ERIE MEDICAL CO.,BUFFALO,N.Y.
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Drives
Iowa
IT
TOUCHES
THE
Beaarionno
'Note
A Written
Guarantee
goes with them
Quick
Bakers,
Superior
Cookers,
Poviertd
Heaters.
-11-17,4
"-As.
e4aTc ea 1,es
Time
Sayers,
Money
Sayers,
Trouble
Saws.
Ask for Peninsular and
take no other.
SOLD BY GED.YOUNG.
cautitul.
We your Window,. preto
with LEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
•••••/..•••••••••••••••••
For spring should look ott ant
pretty. We do the leiNESI
PAINTING, GRAINIG, GI AS
GILDING, HARD-We-OD I la -
IS HI N G , and FRESCOIN .
are
Responsible
And goaraetto our work. Writ.
or call en us for estimates on al
work.
Girard &Ricker,
Telephoneanto to to L L. Elgie
g +tan,
VI ace,
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
fur lb,
d Mutal Benefit L ft
Of Newark, New 'it rsey.
-See Their New Contract -
Everything in the Contract
Loans and real estate:are
specialties w_ith LIP.
Office OD Weed gide North Main, near
Court House, Llopkinsville, Ky.
CAWS & WALLACT.
JAS. I.BELOTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE. KY.
(Formerly with Foram & 13m.)
Will make estimated on all kinds of
plastering end cement work.
All work Ru4rat,teed,
and prices reanoname. Repair work
epecialty and teal receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Look Box 430.
AYE YOU bld
'loan 1.11 Meath, Hair eating, Write 000
ItagNIFIF 00.. tea7 Illomeni Tem.
tn.. for moots a ewes
.000. Worse mem sand gal.
-
pri AA A A I2777171r. z2214,4
F4 Cushman's Menthbi Balm
wrest' 7renreiate4rroir a'aa reliable
lip
MI finding Recommended !et PiLES.Quick to Believe Pain and Name.- Inflamenalan.
Guaranteed (0 give soularaction . when you need
an obttauentis sure to get Cusinnast's Menthol
Dalin. Do Mr anon* anything els- as twine Jost
as geol. This halm 1r Ille Largest ha of Dint-
, . went and the best ori the market
MI If you canoe' get It of your droved send lac.
for one sow ii ent .1 mom by .01 leading druggists.
CUSHMAN DRUG CO. Is
ror, es" rs. t it ... sea .,...save, .... i Mirage. N
, v - v
CUTS SALT RHEOM CHAPPED BARDS
BURNS ULCER*
8RUISFS ITCH
iCaLDS ERYSIPELAS ...el) OLD
FROSIED FEET
RINGWORM
SUCCE&S.
[8.7.CIAL TO NEW ERA]
( hicaeo, Sept 18 -The Press Bureau
at the N .tional Democratic headquar-
ters has issued the following statement.
Based upon the present outlook, the fol-
lowing estimate of Bryan majorities in
November is made:
Alabama, 60,t00; Arkansas, 75,000;
California, 5m000; Colorado, 100,000;
Delaware, 10,000; Florida, 15.00); Geor-
gia. 75,000; Idaho, 10,000; Illinois, 45,-
000; Indiana, 50,000; Iowa, 30,000 ; Kan-
sas, 40,000; Kentucky, 35,000; Louis-
iana, 48,000: Maryland, 15,000; Michi-
gan, 30.060; Minneeota, 35,000; Missis-
sippi, 50,000; Missouri, 60,000:
Montana, la,000; laebraaka, 30,000;
Nevada, 4,000; North Carolina.
90,13/0; Ohio, 25,000; Oregon, 10,000;
South Carolina, 130,000 ; South Carolina
Dakata, 10,000; Tennessee, 40 000;
Texas, 175,000; Utah, 10,000; Virginia,
25,000; Washington, 15,00; West Vir-
ginia, 10,000; Wisconsin, 30,000; Wy-
oming 5,000.
These estimates give Bryan thirty-six
out of forty-five States, with 321 i.lector
lel vote'.
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.
• faer
Malls
Agitate,
REPUBLICANS
BOLT IN IOWA.
30,000 of Them Will Vote
For Free Silver.
STATE SIIRE FOR BRYAN.
Defection Shown by a Republican
Canvass of the State.
SUDDEN MANGE OF SENTIMENT.
Remit of a Circular Given to th• Em-
ployee. of the Darlington, Cedar Rap-
Ids and Northern Railway Farmers'
Eyes Are Opened to the Dangers of the
SIngls Gold Standard-Republican State
Committee Admits the Situation.
The New York World. a strong gold
adherent, has sent its correspondent,
James Creelman, to the doubtful states
for the parpoce of ascertaining the po-
litical trend. Mr. Creelman is expected
to give tgo facts m he finds them, but
of course lie is not expected to neglect
anything that Call give encouragement
to the gold cause. This its what lie finds
in the state cf Iowa, however:
It may startle people iu the east to
enow that as Iowa stands today the
DID is about a tie.
The extraordinery etreugt h of the sil-
mr sentiment here has teem suddenly
me paled to the Republican State com-
mittee by the preliminary canvass of
the counties.
Something like two-thirdq of the dis-
tricts have been heard from, and they
show a Republican bolt of more than
30Tnre. Democratic defection is in the
neighborhood of 10,000. With the
33,000 and odd Populist Totem joined to
the Dentotiretic strength Bryan wotild
have a majority.
The Republicans do not attempt to
conceal the facts. They frankly admit
that the state is dangerously close. And
the meat remarkable thing about it is
that Mr. Hanna has been looking for a
Republican majority of 50,000 or 75, 000
in MInrw. a-Treynor, the tecretary of the Re-
publican state committee, told me that
the reports from all parte of the state
alrendy in him hands indicated that there
ate: dreoutt t;feuft.le, t LIGt, 0400tuRalelpyplbeaniicifino; ctolawssarcl
free silver.
hlr. Cummins, the Republican me
t tonal committeeman of Iowa, eon finued
this statement an hoar later.
They admitted that on the eurface of
the reports the silver and gold vote was
about a tie, but claimed that there was
much reason to believe that a large part
of the deniffected Republieaus could be
won back to the party by toreest %Irk.
The reports of the Republietin com•
mate° telly almost exactly with Owen
of tie Detucerittic state outumittee.
Mr. Currie, the Denmeratio state
chairman, sate that Mr. Treynor's the
une agreed in a general way with them
reported to Democratic, headquarter&
When I made the trip threugh Iowa
a few weeks ago, it teemed to me that
most of jlip Republican free silver tala
was noth, for tunny of the farmers wee
talked against the gold standard also
expremed their admiration for McKin-
ley. I found Democratic newwpapers
and Democratic politicians detiontwieg
free silver. All ham been changed in
this brief epace of time.
The trotthle seems to be that, while
the Republicans bare pecn appealing
workingmen in the towns and cities to
stand for sound money on the ground
that it meant high wages and low
prices of commodities, they have been
driving into the free silver camp the
ers who want to hire labor at low
anti sell products at high retest.
For instance, eresideut lees of the
Burlington, Cedar Rapids sad Northera
railwey had the followieg circulat
handed to meet, employee of the roa4
witb his wagea:
To the gnepluyeee of the B., C. IL and H. 0.11
war
Is ri..4 this money good clientele for you, Why
should •uy man, end especially a redre_ea
man. want mewl which will purchare
half as meish as this, Tao amount paid to t,oq
in IPS Was SIA11.1IMEi
u tho doetrinsio of the silver party are true,
the product• of the farm arc to bring a Mgher
price Da you wish tr rote to Incosnie the
price of the se k of a-meter the meat you buy?
If this doctruse true, all artieies be,ught
frorri foreign countrie. will he doubles1 in
price, much as Marl:, tea and sugar yoq
wish to pay morel
Thu rate. of freight end fur passengers we
rt....bieLatieTehtes raatieiwtziol by law and cannot tro
cempiely mum pay you
the money it roceiVeli. and marmot pay you
ile,re Hula Dove for the resaun that it will ru
s-tve nu wore than now. n,twitheanding tbe
re, t that It will ho only bait
If lir Bryan la uur next president. the rnm
ey of the country will be stiver, ur silver note.
on a miser Lams
This railway company has to pay the tuterost
on ita honda in gold. Sall,LJO, and If it has to
pay a premium to get it. aud thereby the in
tenet account le increased, there will La no
way to meet it eseept by reducing expenses
and. while the pay may not be reduced. the
number of men employes' ninon Le redacted.
Du you wtsh take the chance of it being
you who wUl ho out of • place/ Yours truly,
L'. J. Ives
Think of the effect of such a docu-
ment on the minds of farmers, who Are
compelled to sell their oats at b cents,
corn at 20 cents and wheat at 45 cent&
Tens of thousands of these circulars
were immediately distributed through
the farming districts by the Democratic
state committee, and fortuer Governor
Boles has le eu pointing out to the
farmers of lo ea, Who are holding last
year's crop in tbeir bins mid barns in
tbe hope of tumor pz item, that free sil-
ver will double the price of farm prod-
uct&
The result of this appeal in the agri•
cultural districts is showu in the nlarni•
ing reporta wbich are uow pourieg iuto
the Republisan headquartim
We should rem timer that if we go
eto wlitter with it summer cold on our
lungs we are liable to have pneamoms
about the filet snow or cold rain. Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey builds up and
toeigtheite the %teak cords of huu an
reely-eir meage, lungs and Monti ial
rtiliee-liiitt art. strain ei tied made Fore
the winora Masts. It's n tittue FERD SCHMITT Agent
er and while thoutunde of chrt the
cases ar toelny finding relief and
stren Oh from its um. millious te• ple
were cured of coughs and colds and kept
stout by the use of tois teuwey all
thro hist winter. It mires rot ry-
thing Ifit line except coneurtiption,
and e ironic cases of this dreaded mala-
dy fin reel- and comfort from its us...
The g inuihe is ma te only by the E. E.
Suth eland Medicine Company. Pnclu-
cab, Ky , mid sold by all deulent. $1 00
bottl )111111 h times and the Mc size 2ie
timed as much as much as the 25c Size
TB I NACURA
FOR TH IN
ARE YOU
When a gold dollar Is forced 83 per
coat above' Its true valve, the ;pimp it
PEOPLE base roust he forced to ma equal extout
THIN?
kowtow par.
Flesh inside with ThInaeurn Tablets by a
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Doctors Say;
Bilious and Intermittent Fever
which prevail in miasmatic d's
tricts are invariably accompan
1 derangetnents of th,
-nach Liver and 13!)W
The Secret of lietiL
The liver is the great .
wheel " in the mechanism
man, and when it is out °ford('
the whole system becomes d.
ranged and disease is the resu
Tutt's Liver Pitt.
c.dea Liver Trouhles.
The Repubhcan party proposes to
make the masses of the people richer
by taking flout them the few dollars
that they may happen to have.
The primary object of the fight teat
the Denmerutie party is now making is
to make free men out of slaves' who have ,
b ien driven by the lash in the hands of
the money power.
_ _
...silo existing gold •taridarel," wt ice
Mesons hichinhey acid 1.1-reitra are ph i.;;. 4
to essaintaiu, la saiLkitg the usurer's atelier.
Dot who e.se is proniing by if?
- .
And still the "silver maze" is Pot
dead Tile Republicans diegnotted the
CARD wrong when they asserted some
months ago that the "free silver entre"
was dying rapidly, that it would not
last until the middle of September. No
cause can die that has so many able de-
enders as the silver mum+ now haa
All values, including Vie value of money,
de:aenil upon the law of supply and de-
mand. The principle of that law l• that
scarcity la:bereaves Dm value of the tidos.
Abundance decreases the value of the
thing. II money l• dear (scarce), all other
value. misnaurod by It are correspondingly
cheapened. If money is cheap plentiful
all other values measured by It are cor-
respondingly enhanced-
The Republicans who are so fond ol
denouncing Gov. Altgeld forget thut he
was a Republican before he because a
Democrat. No man who has ever been
a Republican can be expected to do
right on every occasion even after he
has becotne a Democrat, as old Republi-
cae Matte are liable to crop out some-
timm.
- - --
Why will you let men who are tutor
sated pecuniarily in Mavis, bonds imeneo
by this government. beciamie th• bands
are sold to th•na at enormous profits- why
will you let these men decide whether
bond Imams •re a good thing for th•
American people! Why will you allow
the presidents of the trusts and the attor-
neys for syndicates to decide whet her
trusts wad syndicates are good things for
th• American penplot -William J. /tryst'.
_ _
It's amusing to read in Republicap
newspapers that "there were soine Dem-
ocrats in the Feleral armies that MTN
the Union during the civil ware.
"Some Demcerats,"-that's good in
view of the fact that there were 75,000
more Democrats than there wereRepub
licans iu the Union army and that the
very boil officers-such as McClellan
Hancork, and othere too numerous tt
mention were Demoerats. The strong-
tett part about this, however, is that Op
Republican papers phould have given
the Democrats credit for anything.
This vain. of the Wheat product of the
•oautry In 1850 was 111474,201,8:10.• It.
value In 1803 was Ilieral,038,V08. Yet there
wore 31.4411,/.11 inure bushels produced
la 1880 than in 1893. Th• Republics&
orators shoot that tho decease. In priee•
its caused by overproduction. Will they
plows expiates the above figures,
While the Republican party does I
say so in so many words, yet the mean
ing, the only meaning of its platform e
that the more hi avily a man is taxed.
the more proverons he will become
The protective tariff protects nobody ex
eept the very class of men who do not
need protection-the capitalatem bile it
robs outright the men who really nem.
protection.
The val oe of farm products cf the coon
try have been reduced about 11190S.000,00i
per &Zoom during the peat 13 years. The
the farmer buys that much Ism from the
country 'tares, the country store-keeper
reduce.. his order to the (Hy merchant,
grid the city merchant motes to bay from
the manufacturer. The eons. quenees sire
Seiler emplryree, woes enforced idleness
aed lea capacity to ar.GrUll220 1.I2 the part
ef tion artless. as CS 17 • farmer.
The Republican press has a greet dt al
to rey about the troubles t hut come om
• dtbased currency, in all of a ich
everybody agrees with it, but it has no
arounds upou hich to emelt that the
eurreney of this citatory amid be de-
based by the free nod unlimited ceinage
of silver. From 1792 to 1873 we hat; the
bine-Mete system, but oar currel cy u se
debased, nor will it be if we return
t hat meteru.
The rambers of the country recei••d
stuts.smeees leas for their wheat, corn.
potatoes, rye, barley and buckwheat In
1895 than they did foe the same products
In 1S80. In oth•r words, they had nearly
III400.000,000 leas to spend or nwe to psy
off their mortgages last year than they bad
15 years ago from Dm shrinkags In them
crops alene. C 1110 any one wonder that
time, are h•rd •soept to Ulm money deal
ern? If there tio touch a gigantic lom in
the cam of these products, the loss to the
farmer from his entire products will
amount to more than 111800,000,000, which
would °Dieresis. he circa listing among
the retail merchants of the country and in
•very other avenue of trade.
It is hard to see how any intelligent
man can really believe in a protective
tariff-that is any man who is not s
manufacturer. If an article can be
bought cheaper in Great Britain than it
cattle+ made here, there is lio rouse it,
the pm-Tie of the United States menu-
factaring it, but they ehould save their
money and invest iu the manufarture
of goods that can be made here cheaper
than anywhere else. The great
nataral law of trade is to buy where
yon can buy cheapest and sell where
you can get the hightet price, and when
au individual or tuition violates that law
there is necessarily a 1010.
Beckett's Armlets/tar&
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Some, 'fetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively curets Piles, or 110
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfaciou or money refunded
2O cente per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Ropkineville Kv.
There is nothing in the aasertion of
the gold-bug preen that there is no silver
country in the wen Id in which labor ie
paid one-half the average wages paid
in the United States. It is not the
amount of money that a man is paid
that makes him propperous, but it is the
amount that he can rave after buying
the necessaries of life. Again the amount
of labor that a man haste do in exchange
for a given sum of money is to be taken
into account. At present the Americap
laborer has to do two dollars worth of
work in order to get one of our single
gold standard dollars, because of the ad-
ditional 100 cents value given to the
dollar by remon of the denmuctirotion
of silver, so that in reality the actual
value of his wagto is just one-half tie
apparent value.
The total capitalization of the various
trusts now doing business in the lanitod
Statm in defiance of law amounts to the
enormous sant of $1,500,000,000, and as
their future exietence depends upon the
nieces. of the Republiean party on No-
vember 3rd, they will put an immense
sum of money into the Republican cor-
ruption fund. Hanna will assess these
truste teo-thirds of 1 per cent., that a
one dollar for each $150 of their capital
stock, which will make the snm of $10,-
000,000. In addition to that Hanna will
get even a much larger sum from tie
banks of the country, and al= very big
anionnot from ecrporations of other
sorts and from private partite. The Re-
publican leadens will not lone this light
if the expenditure of money on a lavish
s3ale can preveut it.
("hills are a Iino sign. Chills portend
the oncoming of serious disease. They
ere an early eytuptom of malaria, pre-
emie pneumonia, infiamation of the
bowels, niid ninny other dangerous di
seaaea. They should never be neglecteet
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic cure,
them. It tastes like mint candy. All
druggista guarantee it.
m-For sale by R. 0, Hardwick.
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STORIA
AVegc table Preparation
simiiating &Food andilegula-
brig the Stomachs and Bowels
forAs-
c(
INit ANTS .....ciritDRIENT
neither
Promote 9 Digestion,Cheerful-
riess and Rest.Contai ns
Opnini.Morphine norliaziaL
NOT NARCOTIC.
A .,;.,iard a-sviazirruER
Mese,. cede -
M. mem •
Itssisle -.1./t,
Aram Ana •
.6ft=e.folir •
Iffvwf..1 -
1=...1"Sp-wr
A perfect Remedy for C.0115Iipn-
lion . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.
Worms ,Convulsions .Feverish
(less andLoss OF SLEEP.
-
Tar Soak Signature of
Cteee(492-----41rme .
NEW YORK.
At b months old -
35 Dos, s -13 Cr \ IS
- -- -
EXACT CC PY \AT
SEE
THAT THE
FAC-S1MILE
SIGNATURE
-
IS ON  
WRAPPER
OF EVERY
BOTTLE OF
CASTORIA
Castaria is put rp it weeder bottles only. It
liGt IOW in balk. Doot allow sizyoua
you asythIsg else on the pas or mem* that it
1 "test as good" and "val answer every pee
poss." sr fies that yoo C-A-S-T-0-1-1-L
Tao
sier.str:*
_rivi %eve . -fd.;/pei ,
TEJF REAT (NESS TRAINING SCHOOL OF- T SOUTH1
9f dier/9/;510,74,ema! . HUNDREDS Of GRADUATES HOLDING net POSITIONS.
agnahhhi . 4mailef:-Fohhahehhe_ RECORMLIMED BY THI LEA.DING mum Ku of
 
1 gyp.' A iy frAela.' 11( COUNTRY airerioace;mpair wralITiVp.
' -dk
OTAL061.Z.,- :JOSAWALiRLE. /Pfif !"1161%_
Bethel College
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
Accessibly, Healthful, Nine Schools, Thoroufh
Instruction,- No Saloons, Expenses 31oderate.
For illustrated catalque, address
W. S. Hyland, - Prrsident.
1$2--, 1717i.i4k„,L.. ir.),.....t4 1 M Rershaw&Sor
- .,i.,- - 1 .
le-W4g 
•
- . .Vts,. ,-..,.* „ I AV I-1. l'I' t'd and; I., .
*....g,t,:to` - . V
.......,,..,.......z-_._,,,
t nice line ,.t pretty turnont,. al Wityei on hand. Call om
us stahle n twe,..t Seventh 41
ale *•I hie.
WhoSe Paints
kre tiv Be8t?
DAGG & RICHARDS
Lumber Planing Mill.
The Biggest Man
and the smallest. in town. will get
equal satisfaction ill the fit of his
chitties if our tape line has been
anent/ him. We have a eort of
pride in fitting men that other Ma-
ori' ean't please. It's the know-how
that tells the taste, and our expiri-
mice and obeervation has given us
that. Come in arid look over our
stock of Fall grade, and try not to
be amazed at the prices we quote
A. CLARK.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A et LAWMAN
ROYAL
nskirafic C wirly L lye po I
(INOORPORATED.)
B RBEE AND CASTLE-IVAN,
CYAgERS SOUTYERN DIV) RTNEN7
COL(' 411131.4 1?T'IT DIFG, Lol'ISVILLE,
GARNETT & MOORE, Aonirs.
( zi
s. Sale
Stable'
ge-cenih arid invy; sts.
Hopkinsvilie, k
Rigs Furnishe
L.r YOUR
CEMES
J. M. DiralLARD
Main stree, !text floor, o Kentuckian office
A full line of staple and fancy groc,ree Pay hipirs
,Iarket prices for country ptcduce. leree delivery at al
etre • o any part of the city. Telephone 91.
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Boa SOIL in frr tor to pact age raxia. 0,..S 0 HA44
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BEWARE
of 11E14111ms trade
marks and labels.
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!ARti APO HAM,P1ER SODA
▪ in packages COSts DO More t " ' riCkIre Soda-ReVer• flour-universa: s iowledged purest the world.
•
• Rade only by CHURCH k CO., New 'York. Sold by gmocers ereryvhere.
•
• Write for A ern and Rammer Rook o f valuable Recipe.- FAZE.
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